FY2017 Equipment and Vehicle Revolving Fund report by unknown

Iowa Department of Transportation
FY 2017 Revolving Fund Equipment
Object PO # Line Vendor Equipment Description Qty Unit Price Total Amount
701 - Self Propelled Vehicles
701 279306 1 AG & TURF CORPORATE BUSINESS DIVISION John Deere model X350 w/42" Accel Deep (42A) Mower Deck 1 $2,623.18 $2,623.18
701 275669 1 BOB BROWN BUICK GMC DOT Spec. SMPU - A (O) 44 $22,711.00 $999,284.00
701 275668 1 BOB BROWN CHEVROLET DOT Spec. HDPU - B (O) 1 $26,590.00 $26,590.00
701 273080 1 DEE ZEE INC Dee Push Bumper for 2017 4X4 Chevrolet Tahoe 10 $272.30 $2,723.00
701 275255 1 DEERY BROTHERS CHRYSLER DODGE RAM Pickup, Crew Cab AWD, 40/20/40 Split Bench Seat (Cloth) w/Console and Folding Rear Vinyl Bench Seat 1 $29,117.00 $29,117.00
701 275663 1 DEWEY FORD DAS Group B 2.5 Mid Size 5 Passenger Sedan 6 $16,950.00 $101,700.00
701 275667 1 DEWEY FORD DOT Spec. STDPU - E 1 $21,402.28 $21,402.28
701 275667 2 DEWEY FORD DOT Spec. FSPV - A  1 $31,399.28 $31,399.28
701 275667 3 DEWEY FORD DOT Spec. SCV - A 5 $22,665.14 $113,325.70
701 275667 4 DEWEY FORD DOT Spec. FSCV - D 1 $28,459.00 $28,459.00
701 276914 1 DEWEY FORD Van, Full Size Cargo, 2-Passenger 1 $30,487.28 $30,487.28
701 279210 1 EDS LAWN EQUIPMENT 2012 Gravely Zero Turn Mower - Used 1 $5,400.00 $5,400.00
701 272438 1 HARRISON TRUCK CENTERS INC Freightliner Signing Truck Chassis 7 $73,073.00 $511,511.00
701 272438 2 HARRISON TRUCK CENTERS INC Freightliner Signing Truck Chassis with Extended Cab Option 2 $77,439.00 $154,878.00
701 272720 1 KARL CHEVROLET INC Enforcement Pursuit Vehicle, 4WD               10 $37,416.16 $374,161.60
701 275661 1 KARL CHEVROLET INC DAS Group F 6.1 Full Size Specialty Sedan 3 $23,341.77 $70,025.31
701 275662 1 KARL CHEVROLET INC DOT Spec. HDPU - K (O) 1 $31,361.97 $31,361.97
701 275662 2 KARL CHEVROLET INC DOT Spec. HDPU - I (O) 2 $29,019.78 $58,039.56
701 275662 3 KARL CHEVROLET INC DOT Spec. HDPU - H 1 $27,576.70 $27,576.70
701 275662 4 KARL CHEVROLET INC DOT Spec. HDPU - D (O) 3 $26,343.96 $79,031.88
701 275662 5 KARL CHEVROLET INC DOT Spec. HDPU - D 1 $26,079.96 $26,079.96
701 275662 6 KARL CHEVROLET INC DOT Spec. HDPU - A (O)  2 $23,975.46 $47,950.92
701 275662 7 KARL CHEVROLET INC DOT Spec. FSCV - G 1 $27,106.49 $27,106.49
701 275662 8 KARL CHEVROLET INC DOT Spec. FSCV - F (O) 1 $29,514.45 $29,514.45
701 275662 9 KARL CHEVROLET INC DOT Spec. FSCV - E 1 $28,237.39 $28,237.39
701 275513 1 KELTEK INC Setina PB400 Aluminum Push Bumper for 2017 Ford Interceptor Utility 1 $261.75 $261.75
701 277038 1 KELTEK INC Setina PB400 Aluminum Push Bumper for 2017 Ford Interceptor Utility.  2 $276.75 $553.50
701 278821 1 MH EQUIPMENT COMPANY UTILEV Pallet Truck 1 $2,160.00 $2,160.00
701 277101 2 MURPHY TRACTOR & EQUIPMENT CO John Deere Track Excavator 6 $164,597.92 $987,587.52
701 277527 1 MURPHY TRACTOR & EQUIPMENT CO Motor-Grader, Medium-Duty 4 $219,847.34 $879,389.36
701 277527 2 MURPHY TRACTOR & EQUIPMENT CO Motor-Grader, Medium-Duty 2 $224,890.15 $449,780.30
701 278066 1 MURPHY TRACTOR & EQUIPMENT CO Loader, Heavy-Duty 5 $113,159.39 $565,796.95
701 278066 2 MURPHY TRACTOR & EQUIPMENT CO Loader, Heavy-Duty 1 $115,139.14 $115,139.14
701 265776 1 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 16|A25A: Truck, Aerial Boom Cab/Chassis 1 $93,687.00 $93,687.00
701 267875 1 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 16|A07G: Single Axle Snow Truck - Crew Cab/Auto Trans 1 $120,284.00 $120,284.00
701 267876 1 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 16|A07E: Single Axle Snow Truck - LWB, 11' Dump Body (DB)/Auto Trans 8 $112,608.00 $900,864.00
701 267877 5 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 16|A07E: Single Axle Snow Truck - LWB, 11' Dump Body (DB)/Auto Trans 4 $112,964.00 $451,856.00
701 267896 1 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 16|A07E: Single Axle Snow Truck (Pilot Truck) - LWB/11' Dump Body/Auto Trans 1 $112,608.00 $112,608.00
701 267896 2 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 16|A11: Tandem Axle, Extra Heavy Duty Snow Truck (Pilot Truck) - Ultra Shift Trans 1 $134,469.00 $134,469.00
701 267896 3 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 16|A12B: Tandem Axle, Heavy-Duty Snow Truck (Pilot Truck) - Auto Trans 1 $125,933.00 $125,933.00
701 267990 4 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 16|A12B: Tandem Axle Snow Truck - Auto Trans 1 $130,685.00 $130,685.00
701 267990 12 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 16|A07E: Single Axle Snow Truck - LWB/11' Stainless Steel Dump Body/Auto Trans 1 $117,052.00 $117,052.00
701 267990 13 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 16|A07E: Single Axle Snow Truck - LWB/11' Stainless Steel Dump Body (SSDB)/Auto Trans 1 $116,930.00 $116,930.00
701 267991 1 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 16|A07E: Single Axle Snow Truck - LWB, 11' Dump Body (DB)/Auto Trans 6 $112,608.00 $675,648.00
701 267992 1 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 16|A07E: Single Axle Snow Truck - LWB, 11' Dump Body (DB)/Auto Trans 5 $112,608.00 $563,040.00
701 267993 1 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 16|A11: Tandem Axle, Extra Heavy Duty Snow Truck - Ultra Shift Trans 1 $134,469.00 $134,469.00
701 267993 2 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 16|A11: Tandem Axle, Extra Heavy Duty Snow Truck - Ultra Shift Trans 2 $149,451.00 $298,902.00
701 267993 10 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 16|A11: Tandem Axle, Extra Heavy Duty Snow Truck - Ultra Shift Trans 1 $150,228.00 $150,228.00
701 267994 1 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 16|A12B: Heavy-Duty, Tandem Axle Snow Truck/Auto Trans 14 $125,933.00 $1,763,062.00
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701 267995 1 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 16|A12B: Heavy-Duty, Tandem Axle Snow Truck/Auto Trans 2 $125,933.00 $251,866.00
701 267995 10 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 16|A12B: Heavy-Duty, Tandem Axle Snow Truck/Auto Trans 3 $126,937.00 $380,811.00
701 267996 1 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 16|A12B: Heavy-Duty, Tandem Axle Snow Truck/Auto Trans 13 $126,072.00 $1,638,936.00
701 273724 1 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC Truck, Aerial Boom Cab/Chassis 1 $94,155.44 $94,155.44
701 272949 1 RTL EQUIPMENT INC 1) New ACS Series 1000 Style Coupler 1 $9,506.00 $9,506.00
701 275574 1 RUSH TRUCK CENTERS OF TEXAS LP Truck, Centerline Paint (Chassis) 1 $125,810.00 $125,810.00
701 275660 1 STEW HANSENS DODGE CITY INC DOT Spec. STDPU - C (O) 6 $22,137.00 $132,822.00
701 275660 2 STEW HANSENS DODGE CITY INC DOT Spec. STDPU - D (O) 3 $21,826.00 $65,478.00
701 275660 3 STEW HANSENS DODGE CITY INC DOT Spec. MV - A 5 $20,965.00 $104,825.00
701 275660 4 STEW HANSENS DODGE CITY INC DOT Spec. SUV - C 1 $23,113.00 $23,113.00
701 277730 1 STEW HANSENS DODGE CITY INC Minivan, 7-Passenger Ext FWD 1 $20,965.00 $20,965.00
701 273580 1 STIVERS FORD LINCOLN MERCURY Enforcement Pursuit Vehicle, 4WD 7 $32,614.71 $228,302.97
701 275658 1 STIVERS FORD LINCOLN MERCURY DAS Spec Group A 1.3 Compact Sedans 6 $14,695.00 $88,170.00
701 275659 1 STIVERS FORD LINCOLN MERCURY DOT Spec. SUV - A 11 $18,496.00 $203,456.00
701 275659 2 STIVERS FORD LINCOLN MERCURY DOT Spec. STDPU - A (O) 4 $20,879.00 $83,516.00
701 275659 3 STIVERS FORD LINCOLN MERCURY DOT Spec. STDPU - B(O) 9 $21,188.00 $190,692.00
701 275659 4 STIVERS FORD LINCOLN MERCURY DOT Spec. STDPU - E (O) 4 $21,918.00 $87,672.00
701 277852 1 TRANS-IOWA EQUIPMENT LLC Elgin Eagle Street Sweeper, 4-Wheel 1 $279,540.55 $279,540.55
701 276834 1 TRUCK COUNTRY OF IOWA Freightliner Tandem Axle Semi-Tractor 1 $100,428.00 $100,428.00
701 278408 1 TRUCK EQUIPMENT INC ACME Towing Hitch 5 $179.86 $899.30
701 279212 1 VAN WALL EQUIPMENT, AMES Used 2016 John Deere model Z930M EFI Zero-Turn Mower 1 $7,450.00 $7,450.00
701 271831 2 WESTMAN FREIGHTLINER INC Curb Marker Truck 1 $90,800.00 $90,800.00
701 272735 1 YMH-TORRANCE INC    - DES MOINES,IA Yale Electric Forklift 1 $32,171.10 $32,171.10
701 275198 1 YMH-TORRANCE INC    - DES MOINES,IA Single point battery water fill system. 1 $408.50 $408.50
701 279154 1 YMH-TORRANCE INC    - DES MOINES,IA CombiLift model CB6 (LP) - Demo Unit 1 $53,700.00 $53,700.00
Total 701 - Self Propelled Vehicles 269 $16,043,865.33
702 - Road Equipment & Trailers
702 274522 1 AMES ENGINEERING, INC Machine Profiler 1 $43,674.30 $43,674.30
702 274902 1 AMES REPAIR SHOP 17|B207 Edge Rut, Complete, Sled and Tailgate with Chute. Sled to include wheels and pull beam. 1 $8,550.00 $8,550.00
702 278534 1 AMES REPAIR SHOP 18|B042bet. Utility Body Modifications and Mounting as per as per attached 3/4/2017 email. 1 $4,970.00 $4,970.00
702 275876 1 CENTRAL TRAILER SERVICE LTD. Morgan Dry Freight Aluminum Van Body 1 $16,255.00 $16,255.00
702 270456 1 CRANES & EQUIPMENT CORP Articulated Crane with Auger Circuit and Basket 9 $22,687.00 $204,183.00
702 270456 2 CRANES & EQUIPMENT CORP Quick Coupling for "New Style" Man Basket 11 $385.00 $4,235.00
702 270456 3 CRANES & EQUIPMENT CORP "New Style" Steel Man Basket  I.S.1EB  2 $2,277.24 $4,554.48
702 270456 4 CRANES & EQUIPMENT CORP Stub Shaft for "New Style" Man Basket 2 $1,178.61 $2,357.22
702 276005 1 DIAMOND MOWERS INC 3-point tractor mounted  reversible "All American Disc". 1 $5,751.00 $5,751.00
702 272091 1 DUO LIFT MANUFACTURING CO., INC. Duo Lift Sprayer, Anti-Ice Trailer, Complete as per 1 $31,908.33 $31,908.33
702 275615 1 DUO LIFT MANUFACTURING CO., INC. Duo Lift Tandem Axle, Drop-Deck Tilt Trailer 1 $14,776.00 $14,776.00
702 269711 1 EZ-LINER INDUSTRIES EZ-Liner model AL330-EZ curb marker paint system: 2 $31,865.75 $63,731.50
702 269711 2 EZ-LINER INDUSTRIES EZ-Liner model AL990-EZ centerline paint system: 1 $30,365.75 $30,365.75
702 271965 1 EZ-LINER INDUSTRIES Compressor, Air - Replace air compressor on Sioux City Paint curb marker A29544, VIN: 1GDM7C1J1WJ505677 1 $36,683.42 $36,683.42
702 275957 1 FALCON ROAD MAINTENANCE EQUIPMENT INC Falcon 4-ton Asphalt Recycler & Hot Box Trailer 1 $22,380.00 $22,380.00
702 275957 2 FALCON ROAD MAINTENANCE EQUIPMENT INC  1 $17,189.00 $17,189.00
702 272438 3 HARRISON TRUCK CENTERS INC Flatbed Body, Installed 9 $7,761.00 $69,849.00
702 272438 4 HARRISON TRUCK CENTERS INC Tendaire Hydraulic Generator 3 $1,794.00 $5,382.00
702 278882 1 HORIZON SIGNAL TECHNOLOGIES INC Portable Cart Mounted Traffic Signal System 1 $33,025.50 $33,025.50
702 273284 1 IOWA FARM EQUIPMENT Buhler Farm King Snow Blower, 3 pt. 1,000-RPM Farm Auger Style 4 $6,450.00 $25,800.00
702 279143 1 JOHN THOMAS INC Installed Portable Traffic Signal Systems 3 $19,778.00 $59,334.00
702 274520 1 KAUFMAN TRAILERS OF NC INC Kaufman Detachable Neck 35 Ton Air Ride Trailer 1 $45,035.00 $45,035.00
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702 273427 1 KELTEK INC Arrow, Signal Enforcement-2017 Chevy Tahoe 10 $765.51 $7,655.10
702 273427 2 KELTEK INC Light Bar, Enforcement - 2017 Chevy Tahoe 10 $1,842.84 $18,428.40
702 274793 24 KELTEK INC Duo Inner edge XLP 12LT Explorer 7 $1,007.76 $7,054.32
702 274793 25 KELTEK INC Lights, Interior Rear, Enforcement - 2017 Utility 7 $842.46 $5,897.22
702 275801 1 KELTEK INC Whelen Model - TA125NF1 - 12-Lamp, LINEAR6 L.E.D. Traffic Advisor 16 $1,240.89 $19,854.24
702 278392 1 LOGAN CONTRACTORS SUPPLY (DES MOINES) Chicago Pneumatic Hydraulic Pavement Breaker 1 $10,221.11 $10,221.11
702 272920 1 LOWE MANUFACTURING Lowe Manufacturing Auger Head, K-Boom Attach with 9-inch bit 7 $1,886.40 $13,204.80
702 277632 1 MID IOWA TRUCK & UPHOLSTERY Commercial Series Aluminum Pickup Topper 1 $1,825.00 $1,825.00
702 277632 2 MID IOWA TRUCK & UPHOLSTERY Commercial Series Aluminum Pickup Topper 1 $1,950.00 $1,950.00
702 277632 3 MID IOWA TRUCK & UPHOLSTERY Commercial Series Aluminum Pickup Topper with 1 $2,010.00 $2,010.00
702 277632 4 MID IOWA TRUCK & UPHOLSTERY Aluminum Pickup Topper With Ladder Rack 1 $1,125.00 $1,125.00
702 277632 5 MID IOWA TRUCK & UPHOLSTERY Cargo Slide Out 2 $1,510.00 $3,020.00
702 272654 1 MONROE TRUCK EQUIPMENT PLOW, HYDRAULIC REVERSIBLE, STRAIGHT 12 $4,416.68 $53,000.16
702 273183 1 MONROE TRUCK EQUIPMENT Sprayer, Anti-Ice Wedge Tank Kits, Single Axle 6 $1,520.00 $9,120.00
702 273183 2 MONROE TRUCK EQUIPMENT Sprayer, Anti-Ice Wedge Tank Kits, Tandem Axle 8 $2,127.00 $17,016.00
702 276522 1 MONROE TRUCK EQUIPMENT Monroe MS10318 Filler, Edge - Tailgate Cross Conveyor Spreader 3 $4,105.00 $12,315.00
702 276833 1 MONROE TRUCK EQUIPMENT Tire Chain, Power - 12-Strand "Insta-Chain", 1 $2,158.31 $2,158.31
702 265776 2 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 16|B055: Boom, Aerial w/Platform - 55-Foot 1 $151,799.00 $151,799.00
702 265776 3 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 16|B004: Auger Head, Boom Attachment 1 $35,500.00 $35,500.00
702 267875 2 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 16|B040: 10' Body, Dump - (DB) 1 $10,658.00 $10,658.00
702 267875 3 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 16|B518: Medium-Duty, Rear Wing - Left (MDRW-L) 1 $7,457.00 $7,457.00
702 267875 4 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 16|B540: Under-Body Plow (UBP) 1 $12,345.00 $12,345.00
702 267875 5 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 16|B568: Sprayer, Pre-Wet 140-Gallon 1 $2,921.00 $2,921.00
702 267875 6 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 16|B569: Tanks, Wedge 1 $2,800.00 $2,800.00
702 267875 7 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 16|B591: Sander, Tailgate ZV-R 1 $10,114.00 $10,114.00
702 267876 2 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 16|B040: 11' Dump Body (DB) 8 $11,230.00 $89,840.00
702 267876 3 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 16|B518: Medium-Duty Rear Wing, Right (MDRW-R) 6 $7,457.00 $44,742.00
702 267876 4 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 16|B540: Under Body Plow (UBP) 8 $12,345.00 $98,760.00
702 267876 5 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 16|B568: Pre-Wet, 140-Gallon (PW-140) 8 $2,921.00 $23,368.00
702 267876 6 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 16|B569:Tanks, Wedge - 525-Gallon 6 $2,800.00 $16,800.00
702 267876 7 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 16|B590: Stainless Steel Tailgate Sander - Dual (DSC) 8 $5,682.00 $45,456.00
702 267876 8 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 16|B518: Medium-Duty Rear Wing, Left (MDRW-L) 2 $7,457.00 $14,914.00
702 267877 1 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 16|B040: 11' Dump Body (DB) 4 $11,230.00 $44,920.00
702 267877 2 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 16|B516: Light-Duty Mid Wing, Right (LDMW-R) 1 $6,210.00 $6,210.00
702 267877 3 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 16|B518: Medium-Duty Rear Wing, Left (MDRW-L) 1 $7,457.00 $7,457.00
702 267877 4 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 16|B540: Under Body Plow (UBP) 4 $12,345.00 $49,380.00
702 267877 6 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 16|B568: Pre-Wet, 140-Gallon (PW-140) 4 $2,921.00 $11,684.00
702 267877 7 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 16|B569:Tanks, Wedge - 525-Gallon 1 $2,800.00 $2,800.00
702 267877 8 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 16|B591: Stainless Steel Tailgate Sander - ZV-Right (ZV-R) 1 $10,114.00 $10,114.00
702 267877 9 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 16|B518: Medium-Duty Rear Wing, Right (MDRW-R) 2 $7,457.00 $14,914.00
702 267877 10 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 16|B591: Stainless Steel Tailgate Sander - ZV-Left (ZV-L) 3 $10,114.00 $30,342.00
702 267896 4 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 16|B040: 11' Dump Body (DB) 1 $11,230.00 $11,230.00
702 267896 5 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 16|B043: Dump Body, 14' (DB) 1 $12,108.00 $12,108.00
702 267896 6 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 16|B041: Dump Body, 13' (DB) 1 $12,108.00 $12,108.00
702 267896 7 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 16|B518: Medium-Duty Rear Wing, Right (MDRW-R) 1 $7,457.00 $7,457.00
702 267896 8 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 16|B518: Medium-Duty Rear Wing, Left (MDRW-L) 1 $7,456.00 $7,456.00
702 267896 9 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 16|B521: Heavy-Duty Benching Wing (HDBW) 1 $13,481.00 $13,481.00
702 267896 10 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 16|B540: Under Body Plow (UBP) 1 $12,345.00 $12,345.00
702 267896 11 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 16|B540: Under Body Plow (UBP) 1 $11,258.00 $11,258.00
702 267896 12 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 16|B010: Ice Blade (IB) 1 $13,871.00 $13,871.00
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702 267896 13 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 16|B568: Pre-Wet, 140-Gallon (PW-140) 3 $2,921.00 $8,763.00
702 267896 14 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 16|B590: Stainless Steel, Tailgate Sander - Dual (DSC) 3 $5,682.00 $17,046.00
702 267896 15 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 16|B636: Tire Chains (TC) 1 $2,060.00 $2,060.00
702 267990 1 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 16|B569:Tanks, Wedge - 900-Gallons 1 $3,529.00 $3,529.00
702 267990 2 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 16|B540: Under Body Plow (UBP) 1 $11,662.00 $11,662.00
702 267990 3 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 16|B041: Stainless Steel Dump Body (SSDB) 1 $15,327.00 $15,327.00
702 267990 5 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 16|B590: Stainless Steel Tailgate Sander - Dual (DSC) 3 $5,682.00 $17,046.00
702 267990 6 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 16|B569:Tanks, Wedge - 525-Gallons 1 $2,800.00 $2,800.00
702 267990 7 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 16|B568: Pre-Wet, 140-Gallon (PW-140) 3 $2,921.00 $8,763.00
702 267990 8 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 16|B540: Under Body Plow (UBP) 2 $12,345.00 $24,690.00
702 267990 9 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 16|B518: Medium-Duty Rear Wing, Right (MDRW-R) 2 $7,457.00 $14,914.00
702 267990 10 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 16|B516: Light-Duty Mid Wing - Right (LDMW-R) 1 $6,088.00 $6,088.00
702 267990 11 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 16|B040: 11' Stainless Steel Dump Body (SSDB) 2 $13,953.00 $27,906.00
702 267991 2 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 16|B040: 11' Dump Body (DB) 6 $11,230.00 $67,380.00
702 267991 3 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 16|B516: Light-Duty Mid Wing, Dual (LDMW-D) 6 $11,066.00 $66,396.00
702 267991 4 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 16|B540: Under Body Plow (UBP) 6 $12,345.00 $74,070.00
702 267991 5 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 16|B568: Pre-Wet, 140-Gallon (PW-140) 6 $2,921.00 $17,526.00
702 267991 6 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 16|B569:Tanks, Wedge - 525-Gallon 2 $2,800.00 $5,600.00
702 267991 7 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 16|B590: Stainless Steel Tailgate Sander - Dual (DSC) 6 $5,682.00 $34,092.00
702 267992 2 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 16|B040: 11' Dump Body (DB) 5 $11,230.00 $56,150.00
702 267992 3 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 16|B516: Light-Duty Mid Wing, Left (LDMW-L) 1 $6,210.00 $6,210.00
702 267992 4 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 16|B540: Under Body Plow (UBP) 5 $12,345.00 $61,725.00
702 267992 5 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 16|B568: Pre-Wet, 140-Gallon (PW-140) 5 $2,921.00 $14,605.00
702 267992 6 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 16|B569:Tanks, Wedge - 525-Gallon 4 $2,800.00 $11,200.00
702 267992 7 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 16|B590: Stainless Steel Tailgate Sander - Dual (DSC) 5 $5,682.00 $28,410.00
702 267992 8 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 16|B516: Light-Duty Mid Wing, Right (LDMW-R) 4 $6,210.00 $24,840.00
702 267993 3 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 16|B043: Dump Body, 14' (DB) 4 $12,108.00 $48,432.00
702 267993 4 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 16|B518: Medium-Duty Rear Wing, Right (MDRW-R) 2 $7,456.00 $14,912.00
702 267993 5 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 16|B518: Medium-Duty Rear Wing, Left (MDRW-L) 2 $7,456.00 $14,912.00
702 267993 6 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 16|B540: Under Body Plow (UBP) 4 $11,258.00 $45,032.00
702 267993 7 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 16|B568: Pre-Wet, 140-Gallon (PW-140) 4 $2,921.00 $11,684.00
702 267993 8 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 16|B590: Stainless Steel, Tailgate Sander - Dual (DSC) 3 $5,682.00 $17,046.00
702 267993 9 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 16|B591: Stainless Steel, Tailgate Sander - Zero Velocity - Left (ZV-L)  1 $10,114.00 $10,114.00
702 267993 11 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 16|B569: Tanks, Wedge - 900-Gallon 1 $3,529.00 $3,529.00
702 267993 12 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 16|B621: Tarp, Automatic (AT) 1 $2,418.00 $2,418.00
702 267994 2 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 16|B010: Ice Blade (IB) 14 $13,871.00 $194,194.00
702 267994 3 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 16|B041: Dump Body, 13' (DB) 14 $12,108.00 $169,512.00
702 267994 4 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 16|B521: Heavy-Duty Benching Wing (HDBW) 14 $13,481.00 $188,734.00
702 267994 5 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 16|B568: Pre-Wet, 140-Gallon (PW-140) 14 $2,921.00 $40,894.00
702 267994 6 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 16|B590: Stainless Steel, Tailgate Sander - Dual (DSC) 11 $5,682.00 $62,502.00
702 267994 7 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 16|B636: Tire Chains (TC) 3 $2,060.00 $6,180.00
702 267994 8 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 16|B569: Tanks, Wedge, 900-Gallon 10 $3,529.00 $35,290.00
702 267994 9 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 16|B591: Stainless Steel, Tailgate Sander - Zero Velocity, Left (ZV-L) 3 $10,114.00 $30,342.00
702 267994 10 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 16|B621: Tarp, Automatic (AT) 1 $2,418.00 $2,418.00
702 267995 2 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 16|B010: Ice Blade (IB) 2 $13,871.00 $27,742.00
702 267995 3 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 16|B041: Dump Body, 13' (DB) 5 $12,108.00 $60,540.00
702 267995 4 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 16|B522: Heavy-Duty Front Wing (HDFW) 5 $9,540.00 $47,700.00
702 267995 5 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 16|B568: Pre-Wet, 140-Gallon (PW-140) 5 $2,921.00 $14,605.00
702 267995 6 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 16|B569: Tanks, Wedge, 900-Gallon 3 $3,529.00 $10,587.00
702 267995 7 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 16|B590: Stainless Steel, Tailgate Sander - Dual (DSC) 4 $5,682.00 $22,728.00
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702 267995 8 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 16|B591: Stainless Steel, Tailgate Sander - Zero Velocity, Left (ZV-L) 1 $10,114.00 $10,114.00
702 267995 9 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 16|B540: Under Body Plow (UBP) 3 $11,662.00 $34,986.00
702 267996 2 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 16|B041: Dump Body, 13' (DB) 13 $12,108.00 $157,404.00
702 267996 3 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 16|B518: Medium-Duty, Rear Wing - Right Side (MDRW-R) 6 $7,457.00 $44,742.00
702 267996 4 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 16|B568: Pre-Wet, 140-Gallon (PW-140) 13 $2,921.00 $37,973.00
702 267996 5 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 16|B569: Tanks, Wedge, 900-Gallon 10 $3,529.00 $35,290.00
702 267996 6 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 16|B590: Stainless Steel, Tailgate Sander - Dual (DSC) 8 $5,682.00 $45,456.00
702 267996 7 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 16|B591: Stainless Steel, Tailgate Sander - Zero Velocity, Left (ZV-L) 2 $10,114.00 $20,228.00
702 267996 8 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 16|B621: Tarp, Automatic (AT) 2 $2,418.00 $4,836.00
702 267996 9 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 16|B540: Underbody Plow (UBP) 13 $11,662.00 $151,606.00
702 267996 10 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 16|B518: Medium-Duty, Rear Wing - Left Side (MDRW-L) 7 $7,457.00 $52,199.00
702 267996 11 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 16|B591: Stainless Steel, Tailgate Sander - Zero Velocity, Right (ZV-R) 3 $10,114.00 $30,342.00
702 268247 1 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 16|B569:Tanks, Wedge - 900-Gallons 3 $3,529.00 $10,587.00
702 268247 2 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC 16|B569:Tanks, Wedge - 900-Gallons 3 $3,529.00 $10,587.00
702 273724 2 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC Elliott Aerial Boom w/Platform - 55-Foot 1 $156,827.00 $156,827.00
702 273724 3 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC Tendaire Hydraulic Generator 1 $4,271.25 $4,271.25
702 274443 1 OLSEN'S OUTDOOR POWER Trailer, Utility as per Spec. No 1-B640-0916 1 $2,070.00 $2,070.00
702 272922 1 ROADWAY SAFETY TECHNOLOGIES Attenuator, Gregory TTMA-100 with 16-inch tongue extension 1 $13,846.00 $13,846.00
702 273910 1 ROADWAY SAFETY TECHNOLOGIES Attenuator, Gregory with 16-inch tongue extension 1 $13,846.00 $13,846.00
702 278360 1 ROADWAY SAFETY TECHNOLOGIES Attenuator, Gregory TTMA-100 with 16-inch tongue extension 1 $13,846.00 $13,846.00
702 279051 1 ROADWAY SAFETY TECHNOLOGIES Attenuator, Gregory TTMA-100 with 16-inch tongue extension 10 $13,846.00 $138,460.00
702 276520 1 ROCKFORD RIGGING INC Caldwell Concrete Pipe Hook 1 $3,244.00 $3,244.00
702 272437 1 SIGNALISATION VER-MAC INC LED Arrow Board W/Wireless Controller 1 $1,950.00 $1,950.00
702 272437 2 SIGNALISATION VER-MAC INC LED Arrow Board W/Standard Controller, Cables and Solar Kit 7 $3,485.00 $24,395.00
702 272923 1 SIGNALISATION VER-MAC INC LED Arrow Board W/Wireless Controller 1 $1,950.00 $1,950.00
702 279234 1 SIGNALISATION VER-MAC INC LED Arrow Board W/Wireless Controller  10 $1,950.00 $19,500.00
702 279234 2 SIGNALISATION VER-MAC INC LED Arrow Board W/Wireless Controller and Solar Kit. 1 $3,660.00 $3,660.00
702 279510 1 SIGNALISATION VER-MAC INC LED Arrow Board W/Wireless Controller 1 $1,950.00 $1,950.00
702 273405 1 SPRAYER SPECIALTIES INC Wedge Tank Spray Kits per Specification No.  9 $1,929.50 $17,365.50
702 273613 1 SPRAYER SPECIALTIES INC Wedge Tank Spray Kits 1 $1,929.50 $1,929.50
702 274205 1 SPRAYER SPECIALTIES INC Wedge Tank Spray Kits 9 $1,929.50 $17,365.50
702 272546 1 STAR EQUIPMENT LTD Stanley Hydraulic Pavement Breaker 1 $6,815.00 $6,815.00
702 277848 1 STELLAR TRUCK & TRAILER Knapheide Platform Body 1 $1,750.00 $1,750.00
702 270638 1 STEPP MANUFACTURING CO INC Stepp Oil Distributor 100GPM 800 Gallon Diesel 2 $49,346.00 $98,692.00
702 272140 1 SYNTEX INDUSTRIES Installed Tarp, Manual, ITEM-3 as per Contract 6451 1 $1,782.52 $1,782.52
702 272140 2 SYNTEX INDUSTRIES Tarp Manual, ITEM-2K as per Contract 6451 1 $1,352.37 $1,352.37
702 272140 3 SYNTEX INDUSTRIES Tarp Manual, ITEM-4K as per Contract 6451 3 $1,417.52 $4,252.56
702 272140 4 SYNTEX INDUSTRIES Tarp Manual, ITEM-5K as per Contract 6451 3 $1,408.00 $4,224.00
702 272140 5 SYNTEX INDUSTRIES Tarp Manual, Kit for Class-11 with 14-foot dump body and 140-gallon Pre Wet 1 $1,408.00 $1,408.00
702 275594 1 THOMAS BUS SALES INC Sure Trac Flatbed Tandem Axle Trailer w/Dovetail 1 $2,900.00 $2,900.00
702 279673 1 TRAFCON INDUSTRIES, INC 3'X6' LED Signal Arrow Board 3 $1,612.00 $4,836.00
702 272562 1 TRUCK EQUIPMENT INC Plow, LD Pickup:  Installed Western 8' 6" MVP Plus Snow Plow. 2 $5,374.88 $10,749.76
702 272851 1 TRUCK EQUIPMENT INC Spreader, Pickup: Pickup-bed mounted spreader 2 $5,082.00 $10,164.00
702 274921 1 TRUCK EQUIPMENT INC Spreader, Pickup: Pickup-bed mounted spreader 1 $5,867.00 $5,867.00
702 275190 1 TRUCK EQUIPMENT INC Tommy Gate Liftgate 8 $1,349.00 $10,792.00
702 275190 2 TRUCK EQUIPMENT INC Tommy Gate Liftgate 1 $1,906.00 $1,906.00
702 277849 1 TRUCK EQUIPMENT INC Knapheide KUVcc Utility Body, Installed 1 $12,191.00 $12,191.00
702 278000 1 TRUCK EQUIPMENT INC Tommy Gate Liftgate 14 $1,349.00 $18,886.00
702 278000 2 TRUCK EQUIPMENT INC Tommy Gate Liftgate 2 $1,906.00 $3,812.00
702 278540 1 TRUCK EQUIPMENT INC Tommy Gate Liftgate 4 $1,349.00 $5,396.00
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702 273028 1 VAN WALL EQUIPMENT, AMES Sidney MFG Skid Loader Mounted Tree Shear 1 $7,160.00 $7,160.00
702 272058 1 VIKING CIVES MIDWEST INC Snow Plow, Tow 4 $99,773.00 $399,092.00
702 272058 2 VIKING CIVES MIDWEST INC Snow Plow, Tow 3 $100,492.00 $301,476.00
702 272058 3 VIKING CIVES MIDWEST INC Snow Plow, Tow (June/July 2017 delivery requested for this unit only) 1 $79,119.00 $79,119.00
702 272058 4 VIKING CIVES MIDWEST INC Snow Plow, Tow 1 $79,835.00 $79,835.00
702 272058 5 VIKING CIVES MIDWEST INC Snow Plow, Tow 1 $141,273.00 $141,273.00
702 271831 1 WESTMAN FREIGHTLINER INC Body, Platform 16-Foot 1 $5,800.00 $5,800.00
Total 702 - Road Equipment & Trailers 659 $5,797,655.12
703 - Large Office Furniture & Files
703 273228 1 DEE ZEE INC Rear Scale Rack System for 2017 MVE Tahoes 10 $2,075.00 $20,750.00
Total 703 - Large Office Furniture & Files 10 $20,750.00
704 - Shop Tools & Small Equipment
704 271501 1 ACE TOOL COMPANY OTC Cobra 1519A Port-A-Power Jack,  10 ton 2 $639.43 $1,278.86
704 272970 1 ACE TOOL COMPANY Robinair 34788 A/C  Recover, Recycle, Recharge, Machine, Fully Automatic 1 $3,323.00 $3,323.00
704 274703 1 ACE TOOL COMPANY OTC 5292 USA Axle Jack, 27 ton air/hyd 10 $1,298.00 $12,980.00
704 276131 1 ACE TOOL COMPANY Wilton 10275 Pipe & Bench Vice 1 $1,360.00 $1,360.00
704 274063 1 ACME TOOLS Ellis 1600 Mitre Band Saw 2 $2,582.00 $5,164.00
704 274175 1 ACME TOOLS JET JPD-20MF Drill Press  1-1/2HP, 115V, 1 PHASE with chuck & key       3 $866.50 $2,599.50
704 275549 1 ACME TOOLS Bosch Brute BH2760VCB Electric Breaker  with cart & 1 point & 1 flat 1-1/8" 1 $1,349.10 $1,349.10
704 276025 1 ACME TOOLS Bosch Brute BH2760VCB Electric Breaker  with cart & 1 point & 1 flat 1-1/8" 1 $1,349.10 $1,349.10
704 279249 1 ACME TOOLS Chicago Pneumatic 4123-3R Chipping Hammer with  3083 4101 20 bit 1 $366.47 $366.47
704 279273 1 ACME TOOLS Wacker/Neuson M2500 Concrete Vibrator Set (motor, flexible shaft, head) - 2 $754.44 $1,508.88
704 280377 1 ADVANCE AUTO PARTS Robinair 34788Ni A/C  Recover, Recycle, Recharge, Machine, Fully Automatic 12 $3,277.00 $39,324.00
704 272953 1 ADVANCED TANK TECHNOLOGIES LLC Vertical Tank, 9500 gal. maximum 120"D per attached specifiation  1 $5,688.00 $5,688.00
704 279248 1 AIM SUPPLY,  ACE TOOL COMPANY OTC 1676 Puller Set  w/Box 1 $766.42 $766.42
704 279422 1 AIM SUPPLY,  ACE TOOL COMPANY OTC 5269 Truck Service Ramps,  20 ton, 16" tread 1 $516.61 $516.61
704 276529 1 AIRGAS USA LLC-DES MOINES 5' X 10' CNC Water Cutting Table Including Plasma Cutting System 1 $51,862.00 $51,862.00
704 277803 1 AMES WINNELSON CO Series TK-99E 1 $1,050.00 $1,050.00
704 274704 1 ARNOLD MOTOR SUPPLY - AMES NORCO 71100A Service Jack, 10 ton air/hyd 2 $1,403.33 $2,806.66
704 274704 2 ARNOLD MOTOR SUPPLY - AMES Norco 82990C Frame Jack/Stand, 10 ton air 2 $554.44 $1,108.88
704 274704 3 ARNOLD MOTOR SUPPLY - AMES Norco 72000Ei/72001 Transmission Jack,  1 ton with differential adapter 1 $1,097.78 $1,097.78
704 272983 1 CAMPBELL SUPPLY COMPANY Stihl TS-420S 14" Cutquik Cutoff Saw, Gas 1 $1,268.00 $1,268.00
704 274556 1 CAMPBELL SUPPLY COMPANY Castair CAS I718VC2-S  7.5 HP, 80 Gal Vertical Tank Air Compressor 1 $2,099.00 $2,099.00
704 275693 1 CAMPBELL SUPPLY COMPANY Castair CAS I718VC2-S  7.5 HP, 80 Gal Vertical Tank Air Compressor 1 $2,174.00 $2,174.00
704 277428 1 CAMPBELL SUPPLY COMPANY Vestil cart-500 lb 1 $1,019.00 $1,019.00
704 279272 1 CAMPBELL SUPPLY COMPANY Cyclone Preminum Grade Annular Cutters Including: 1 $335.00 $335.00
704 279428 1 CAMPBELL SUPPLY COMPANY Cyclone Preminum Grade Annular Cutter 10-Piece Set Including: 1 $335.00 $335.00
704 280200 1 CAMPBELL SUPPLY COMPANY Drill Press 2 $2,988.00 $5,976.00
704 280200 2 CAMPBELL SUPPLY COMPANY Mitre Band Saw 7 $2,609.00 $18,263.00
704 279922 1 CAPITAL SANITARY SUPPLY CO INC Factory Cat Micro Mag 17 Floor Scrubber 17" Disc, Walk-Behind, Battery Powered, 8 1 $3,700.00 $3,700.00
704 279922 2 CAPITAL SANITARY SUPPLY CO INC Factory Cat Mini HD Floor Scrubber 26" Disc, Walk-Behind, Battery Powered, (2) 2 $6,623.00 $13,246.00
704 276350 1 CHEMICAL ENVIRONMENTAL CONSULTING Proceq Resipod Resistivity Meter meeting AASHTO T358 standard 4 $3,090.00 $12,360.00
704 279081 1 EZ-TOOLS USA LLC Hydraforce Electric driven hydraulic pump (single acting solenoid valve) 5 $549.00 $2,745.00
704 276970 1 FISHER SCIENTIFIC CO Centrifuge, Benchtop, Sorvall ST8, Compact; Ventilated; 4 x 145mL 1 $1,848.16 $1,848.16
704 276970 2 FISHER SCIENTIFIC CO Rotor, Fixed anglel; HighConic III Fixed Angle Rotar for 6X50 ml Tubes; Max. speed: 9500rpm; 45 degree;  1 $1,693.06 $1,693.06
704 279567 1 FORESTRY SUPPLIERS INC JAMAR RAC Geo II K  Distance Measuring Instrument (DMI) GPS Based 20 $717.99 $14,359.80
704 271964 1 GIERKE ROBINSON CO Chicago Pneumatic PDR-95-RV Hydraulic Sign Post Driver - Crane Suspended 1 $2,048.00 $2,048.00
704 271964 2 GIERKE ROBINSON CO Driver Kit B - for line 1 post driver;   PN 3371-8060-48 1 $265.00 $265.00
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704 275847 1 GRAY MANUFACTURING CO INC Gray WPLS-185 Wireless Mobile Column Lift - 72,000 lb. 1 $30,527.00 $30,527.00
704 272813 1 HAGERTY INDUSTRIAL SUPPLY Chicago Pneumatic MV100 Compactor, Vibra Pan 2 $1,650.00 $3,300.00
704 274064 1 HAGERTY INDUSTRIAL SUPPLY Jet HVBS7MW Stk#414559 Band Saw 7" x 12" Horizontal/Vertical  2 $1,055.99 $2,111.98
704 279250 1 HAGERTY INDUSTRIAL SUPPLY Evolution EVOMAG42 1 $488.56 $488.56
704 279427 1 HAGERTY INDUSTRIAL SUPPLY Evolution EVOMAG42 1 $488.56 $488.56
704 272814 1 HD SUPPLY CONSTRUCTION AND IND-WHITE CAP Honda WT30XK3A Trash Water Pump, 3" Ports, 8 Hp. gas OHV cast iron sleeve 1 $1,139.00 $1,139.00
704 272971 1 HD SUPPLY CONSTRUCTION AND IND-WHITE CAP Viper VP7218 72" Roller Tool Cabinet - 18 Drawer  (Black) 9 $1,841.71 $16,575.39
704 280346 1 HD SUPPLY CONSTRUCTION AND IND-WHITE CAP Honda WT30XK3A Trash Water Pump, 3" Ports, 8 Hp. gas OHV cast iron sleeve 1 $1,139.00 $1,139.00
704 273007 1 HEARTLAND CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT Rycom 8879 Cable/Fault, Utility Locator - Rechargeable 4 $2,950.00 $11,800.00
704 273007 2 HEARTLAND CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT Optional Inductive Flexi-Coupler 7" I.D. for line 1 locator. 1 $320.00 $320.00
704 273436 1 HEARTLAND CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT Rycom 8879 Cable/Fault, Utility Locator - Rechargeable 1 $2,950.00 $2,950.00
704 273436 2 HEARTLAND CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT Optional Inductive Flexi-Coupler 7" I.D. for line 1 locator. 1 $320.00 $320.00
704 279055 1 HILTI INC Hilti DSH 700 X 14"  Cutoff Saw, Gas  2 $674.25 $1,348.50
704 274176 1 HUBER SUPPLY COMPANY INC Ellis 9400 Drill Press 5 $2,959.92 $14,799.60
704 274612 1 HUBER SUPPLY COMPANY INC Ellis 9400 Drill Press 1 $2,959.92 $2,959.92
704 274904 1 HUMBOLDT MFG. CO. Portable Concrete Beam Tester for center point flexural strength 10 $3,180.00 $31,800.00
704 278703 1 INFRATEST USA INC Infratest USA Asphalt Analyzer with a 208V transformer.  Cycle times should be set so up to15 wash cycles can be achhieved continuously without running out of solvent.  Include: 1 $65,030.00 $65,030.00
704 279575 1 INSTROTEK INC Instrotek 120.1000 AutoRice Automatic Rice Testing Control System (AASHTO 1 $1,241.00 $1,241.00
704 279575 2 INSTROTEK INC Instrotek 220.1020 AutoRice Shaker Sensor Assembly 1 $85.50 $85.50
704 274067 1 INTERNATIONAL TOOL CORPORATION Bosch Brute BH2760VCB Electric Breaker  with cart & 1 point & 1 flat 1-1/8" 2 $1,399.00 $2,798.00
704 279066 1 INTERNATIONAL TOOL CORPORATION Generic 5939 Portable Generator, 5K, Gas, Recoil Start 3 $569.37 $1,708.11
704 272891 1 JACK HORNERS MACHINERY & CONTRACTOR Pneumatic Breaker 35#  w/Muffler 1" shank 6 $755.00 $4,530.00
704 272891 2 JACK HORNERS MACHINERY & CONTRACTOR Pneumatic Breaker 60#  w/Muffler 1-1/8" shank 2 $798.00 $1,596.00
704 279056 1 JAMAR TECHNOLOGIES Jamar RAC-Geo-II-K Distance Measuring Instrument (DMI) GPS Based  43 $718.00 $30,874.00
704 275851 1 KESSLER SOILS ENGINEERING PRODUCTS INC MIT-SCAN-T3 COMPLETE SYSTEM INCLUDING: 2 $21,427.00 $42,854.00
704 273988 1 KRIZ-DAVIS CO Greenlee Power Finder 1 $575.00 $575.00
704 273120 1 LOGAN CONTRACTORS SUPPLY (DES MOINES) Concrete Vibrating Screed with 8' & 14' magnesiun screed boards 2 $2,182.50 $4,365.00
704 274088 1 MASTER BLASTER Landa ENG4-22024A Hot Pressure Washer - Stationary, 4 GPM @ 2300 PSI, NG Fuel, 1 $4,407.00 $4,407.00
704 273119 1 MATERIAL HANDLING INNOVATIONS Caldwell Hoist Spreader Bar 4,000 lb. cap. 1 $1,277.00 $1,277.00
704 272708 1 MIDWEST UNDERGROUND SUPPLY LLC Locator, Cable Fault & Utility 1 $3,500.00 $3,500.00
704 274705 1 MIDWEST WHEEL COMPANIES OTC 1510B Service Jack, 10 ton hyd. with foot pedal 1 $590.00 $590.00
704 279052 1 MIDWEST WHEEL COMPANIES Hub Puller 1 $558.00 $558.00
704 280194 41 MIDWEST WHEEL COMPANIES Bench mount hose crimper #PC125-SKIT 1 $0.00 $0.00
704 280194 42 MIDWEST WHEEL COMPANIES 8” steel blade hose cut off saw w/scalloped blade #H5150-10 1 $0.00 $0.00
704 280194 43 MIDWEST WHEEL COMPANIES Digital calipers, die shelves, cabinets and labels 1 $0.00 $0.00
704 272794 1 MOON GLO WORK LIGHT Balloon Lights 1000w, Moon-Glo Tripod Mounted 2 $3,060.00 $6,120.00
704 273782 1 MSC INDUSTRIAL SUPPLY COMPANY INC Ballymore ALWB-5G Rolling Ladder, 5-Step assembled - Aluminum 1 $496.00 $496.00
704 273782 2 MSC INDUSTRIAL SUPPLY COMPANY INC Ballymore ALWB-9G Rolling Ladder, 9-Step assembled - Aluminum 1 $708.00 $708.00
704 273782 3 MSC INDUSTRIAL SUPPLY COMPANY INC Ballymore ALWB-9G Rolling Ladder, 9-Step assembled - Aluminum 3 $708.00 $2,124.00
704 279423 1 MSC INDUSTRIAL SUPPLY COMPANY INC Ballymore  ALWB9G Rolling Ladder, 9-Step assembled - Aluminum 12 $778.85 $9,346.20
704 280041 1 MSC INDUSTRIAL SUPPLY COMPANY INC DEFELSKO POSITECTOR 6000 F1 3 $560.90 $1,682.70
704 279040 1 NAPA AUTO PARTS Pro Force Products #CTA550985601 1 $714.00 $714.00
704 279078 1 O'HALLORAN INT'L INC NEXIQ USB-Link 2, Bluetooth Edition 124032 15 $690.00 $10,350.00
704 279444 1 P & P SMALL ENGINES INC Pole Saw, Gas 5 $469.00 $2,345.00
704 272618 1 PROTANK LTD Norwesco NOR6000VERT Vertical Tank, 6000 gal. 102"D per attached specifiation 2 $2,902.00 $5,804.00
704 272621 1 PROTANK LTD Norwesco NOR6000VERT Vertical Tank, 6000 gal. 102"D per attached specifiation 2 $2,902.00 $5,804.00
704 272622 1 PROTANK LTD Norwesco NOR5000VERT Vertical Tank, 5000 gal. 102"D per proposal specifiation 2 $2,865.00 $5,730.00
704 272622 2 PROTANK LTD Norwesco NOR6000VERT Vertical Tank, 6000 gal. 102"D per proposal specifiation 2 $2,902.00 $5,804.00
704 272623 1 PROTANK LTD Norwesco NOR6000VERT Vertical Tank, 6000 gal. 102"D per attached specifiation 2 $2,902.00 $5,804.00
704 272624 1 PROTANK LTD Norwesco NOR7800VERT Vertical Tank, 7800 gal. 120"D per proposal specifiation 3 $3,719.00 $11,157.00
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704 272625 1 PROTANK LTD Norwesco NOR7800VERT Vertical Tank, 7800 gal. 120"D per proposal specifiation 10 $3,719.00 $37,190.00
704 272626 1 PROTANK LTD Norwesco NOR7800VERT Vertical Tank, 7800 gal. 120"D per proposal specifiation 2 $3,719.00 $7,438.00
704 272700 1 PROTANK LTD Norwesco NOR7800VERT Vertical Tank, 7800 gal. 120"D per proposal specifiation 2 $3,719.00 $7,438.00
704 279838 1 RIEKER INC Ball Bank Indicator 1 $752.54 $752.54
704 279924 1 RIEKER INC Rieker RDS7-BB-09 Ball Bank Indicator 1 $742.80 $742.80
704 279080 1 SAFETY-KLEEN SYSTEMS INC Safety Kleen Model 16/30 Solvent Parts Washer  with filter,  30 Gallon Drum Type 1 $460.70 $460.70
704 272900 1 SERVICE SUPPLY AMERICA Dump-Lok DLN-105WT Body Prop,  pair (2) notched model 17 $972.00 $16,524.00
704 278504 1 SHADRAN INDUSTRIAL & SANITARY SUPPLY Lindhaus Commercial Upright Vacuum Cleaner, class A, Hepa. 5 $449.00 $2,245.00
704 276789 1 SOLUTIONS DIRECT INC DIGITAL REBAR LOCATOR 1 $5,676.44 $5,676.44
704 272892 1 SPRAYER SPECIALTIES INC Pump 2"-5 HP, 208-230V 1-Phase 10 $1,157.75 $11,577.50
704 272892 2 SPRAYER SPECIALTIES INC Pump 3"-7.5 HP,  208-230V 1-Phase 5 $1,735.93 $8,679.65
704 272892 3 SPRAYER SPECIALTIES INC Pump 3"-7.5 HP,  208V 3-Phase 5 $1,485.75 $7,428.75
704 272892 4 SPRAYER SPECIALTIES INC Pump 2"-5 HP, 208V 3-Phase 1 $1,164.47 $1,164.47
704 276164 1 SPRAYER SPECIALTIES INC Pump 3"-7.5 HP,  208-230V 1-Phase 1 $1,775.65 $1,775.65
704 279920 1 SPRAYER SPECIALTIES INC Pacer SE2JLL-CSS Pump 2"-5 HP, 208-230V 1-Phase 10 $1,157.75 $11,577.50
704 279920 2 SPRAYER SPECIALTIES INC Pacer SE2JLL-CSS Pump 2"-5 HP, 208V 3-Phase 1 $1,164.47 $1,164.47
704 279920 3 SPRAYER SPECIALTIES INC Pacer SE3LL-CSS Pump 3"-7.5 HP,  208-230V 1-Phase 6 $1,485.75 $8,914.50
704 280421 1 STAR EQUIPMENT LTD Chicago Pneumatic Driver Kit B - for line 1 post driver;   PN 3371-8060-48 3 $312.00 $936.00
704 280421 2 STAR EQUIPMENT LTD Chicago Pneumatic PDR-95-RV Hydraulic Sign Post Driver - Crane Suspended 3 $2,048.00 $6,144.00
704 280421 3 STAR EQUIPMENT LTD Rhino RHGPD-40 Post Driver Gas Engine Powered 1 $1,789.00 $1,789.00
704 273781 1 SUPERIOR WELDING SUPPLY Millermatic 252 Welder, MIG (wire) - wheel kit, 15ft Gun & Ground Cord 2 $2,272.72 $4,545.44
704 272687 1 SUPPLYWORKS Windsor Saber Compact 17 Floor Scrubber 17" Disc, Walk-Behind, Battery Powered, 8 1 $3,708.15 $3,708.15
704 275853 1 THOMAS SCIENTIFIC INC Spex model 1224F00 & 1224F06 Laboratory Vibratory Disc Mill with 3 Cup Capability 1 $11,239.98 $11,239.98
704 278065 1 THOMAS SCIENTIFIC INC Retsch BB50 Laboratory Jaw Crusher or a Fritsch Pulverisette 1 premium line Model 1 1 $14,950.00 $14,950.00
704 275378 1 TRANSIT WORKS Schonstedt GA-52CX Magnetic Metal Locator with hard case 1 $545.00 $545.00
704 275686 1 TRANSIT WORKS CST/Berger 57-ALHV Horizonal And Vertical Self-Leveling Dual Grade Rotary Laser Level Rotary Dual Beam Laser Level 3 $1,235.00 $3,705.00
704 274702 1 TRANSPORTATION SUPPLIES INC OTC 1847 Press, 50 ton heavy duty, air/hyd pump 2 $4,548.96 $9,097.92
704 273920 1 TROXLER ELECTRONICS LABS, INC Troxler Model 5850v2 SuperPave GYRATORY COMPACTOR  2 $29,375.00 $58,750.00
704 273965 1 TROXLER ELECTRONICS LABS, INC Troxler Model 5850v2 SuperPave GYRATORY COMPACTOR   1 $29,375.00 $29,375.00
704 273966 1 TROXLER ELECTRONICS LABS, INC Troxler Model 5850v2 SuperPave GYRATORY COMPACTOR  1 $29,375.00 $29,375.00
704 273967 1 TROXLER ELECTRONICS LABS, INC Troxler Model 5850v2 SuperPave GYRATORY COMPACTOR   1 $29,375.00 $29,375.00
704 273968 1 TROXLER ELECTRONICS LABS, INC Troxler Model 5850v2 SuperPave GYRATORY COMPACTOR  1 $29,375.00 $29,375.00
704 273969 1 TROXLER ELECTRONICS LABS, INC Troxler Model 5850v2 SuperPave GYRATORY COMPACTOR  1 $29,375.00 $29,375.00
704 273301 1 VARITECH INDUSTRIES VARITECH  MODEL: HCSB1400 IA 1 $22,500.00 $22,500.00
704 273302 1 VARITECH INDUSTRIES VARITECH  MODEL: HCSB1400 IA 1 $22,500.00 $22,500.00
704 273303 1 VARITECH INDUSTRIES VARITECH  MODEL: HCSB1400 IA 1 $22,500.00 $22,500.00
704 273304 1 VARITECH INDUSTRIES VARITECH  MODEL: HCSB1400 IA 1 $22,500.00 $22,500.00
704 273305 1 VARITECH INDUSTRIES VARITECH  MODEL: HCSB1400 IA 1 $22,500.00 $22,500.00
704 273306 1 VARITECH INDUSTRIES VARITECH  MODEL: HCSB1400 IA 1 $22,500.00 $22,500.00
704 273307 1 VARITECH INDUSTRIES VARITECH  MODEL: HCSB1400 IA 1 $22,500.00 $22,500.00
704 273896 1 VIRGINIA LAB SUPPLY GILSON #SS-21 SIEVE SHAKER  2 $1,898.00 $3,796.00
704 277579 1 VIRGINIA LAB SUPPLY A & D GP-20K Precision Industrial Balance-enhanced weighing sensor   2 $2,184.00 $4,368.00
704 274555 1 W & S SUPPLY CO. INC. DBA ELIZABETH IND. Generac 5939 Portable Generator, 5K, Gas, Recoil Start 1 $610.00 $610.00
704 274089 1 WASHER SYSTEMS OF IOWA Hydrotek HN20004E2G Hot Pressure Washer - Stationary, 3.6 GPM @ 2000 PSI, NG 2 $3,580.00 $7,160.00
704 274090 1 WASHER SYSTEMS OF IOWA Hydrotek HN20004E2G Hot Pressure Washer - Stationary, 3.6 GPM @ 2000 PSI, NG 1 $3,920.00 $3,920.00
704 274091 1 WASHER SYSTEMS OF IOWA Hydrotek HN20004E2G Hot Pressure Washer - Stationary, 3.6 GPM @ 2000 PSI, NG 1 $3,730.00 $3,730.00
704 274092 1 WASHER SYSTEMS OF IOWA Hydrotek HN20004E2G Hot Pressure Washer - Stationary, 3.6 GPM @ 2000 PSI, NG 1 $3,768.00 $3,768.00
704 274093 1 WASHER SYSTEMS OF IOWA Hydrotek HN20004E2G Hot Pressure Washer - Stationary, 3.6 GPM @ 2000 PSI, NG 1 $3,649.00 $3,649.00
704 274094 1 WASHER SYSTEMS OF IOWA Hydrotek HN20004E2G Hot Pressure Washer - Stationary, 3.6 GPM @ 2000 PSI, NG 1 $3,599.00 $3,599.00
704 274095 1 WASHER SYSTEMS OF IOWA Hydrotek HN20004E2G Hot Pressure Washer - Stationary, 3.6 GPM @ 2000 PSI, LP 1 $3,720.00 $3,720.00
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704 274096 1 WASHER SYSTEMS OF IOWA Hydrotek HD20004E2G Hot Pressure Washer - Portable, 3.5 GPM @ 2000 PSI, Diesel 1 $3,090.00 $3,090.00
704 274198 1 WASHER SYSTEMS OF IOWA Hydrotek HN20004E2G Hot Pressure Washer - Stationary, 3.6 GPM @ 2000 PSI, NG Fuel, 5 HP/230V/1PH Motor with Hose Reel and remote control. 1 $3,730.00 $3,730.00
704 273360 1 WRIGHT TOOL CO Lincoln 4490 Pump Oil Dispenser System with Meter Control 10 $1,028.00 $10,280.00
704 273360 2 WRIGHT TOOL CO Lincoln 917 Grease Punp for 30 gal. Drum 2 $912.00 $1,824.00
704 273360 3 WRIGHT TOOL CO Lincoln 989  Grease Punp for 5 gal. Pail 4 $703.00 $2,812.00
Total 704 - Shop Tools & Small Equipment 410 $1,191,869.76
705 - Engineer, Survey & Measuring Equipment
705 273113 1 BEST BUY BUSINESS ADVANTAGE ACCOUNT iPad ready DJI Phantom 4 (1 battery incl) 1 $1,235.96 $1,235.96
705 273113 2 BEST BUY BUSINESS ADVANTAGE ACCOUNT Apple USB/Lighting connector 0.5 Meter length 1 $18.00 $18.00
705 273113 3 BEST BUY BUSINESS ADVANTAGE ACCOUNT Additional Battery 1 $141.98 $141.98
705 273113 4 BEST BUY BUSINESS ADVANTAGE ACCOUNT Additional Propeller Set 1 $7.00 $7.00
705 273448 2 CARPENTER UNIFORM COMPANY Armor Express Razor II vest and Traverse Molle Carrier in 1 $949.00 $949.00
705 274272 1 KIESLER POLICE SUPPLY Glock Model 22 (Generation 4) training guns (non-firing). 105 $51.60 $5,418.00
705 274272 2 KIESLER POLICE SUPPLY Red training guns - Firearms instructors and DT instructors only 20 $246.18 $4,923.60
705 274271 1 RINGS MANUFACTURING Taser X26 blue training Taser 12 $31.95 $383.40
Total 705 - Engineer, Survey & Measuring Equipment 142 $13,076.94
706 - Copiers, Fax & Communication Equipment
706 274885 3 AVI SYSTEMS EagleEye Producer for EagleEye IV camera - For all Group Series running 4.2 or later 1 $1,514.63 $1,514.63
706 277935 1 BRUEL & KJAER NORTH AMERICA INC 2250-Light-G4 w. BZ-7130 SLM software 1 $4,361.00 $4,361.00
706 277935 2 BRUEL & KJAER NORTH AMERICA INC 2250 Hand-Held Analyzer, Accredited Calibration - 1 $619.00 $619.00
706 277935 3 BRUEL & KJAER NORTH AMERICA INC Sound Calibrator, Class 1 and LS, 94 and 114 dB, 1 $1,363.00 $1,363.00
706 277935 4 BRUEL & KJAER NORTH AMERICA INC 4231 Accredited Calibration of Sound Calibrator, 1 1 $233.00 $233.00
706 277935 5 BRUEL & KJAER NORTH AMERICA INC Shipping/Handling Charge 1 $57.40 $57.40
706 274169 1 COPY SYSTEMS INC Model 306   1 $6,083.00 $6,083.00
706 274169 2 COPY SYSTEMS INC Inkjet Printer Option for 306 (Factory Installed) 1 $2,030.00 $2,030.00
706 274169 3 COPY SYSTEMS INC Batcher Option for 306 (Factory or Field Installed) 1 $995.00 $995.00
706 274455 1 ELECTRONIC APPLICATIONS COMPANY INC Radio, portable, Motorola XPR3500, 1 $491.00 $491.00
706 273746 1 H B LEISEROWITZ CO Canon I70 IS powershot digital camera- any color 1 $117.00 $117.00
706 273746 2 H B LEISEROWITZ CO 16 GB Ultra Sandisk memory cards for Canon camera 1 $8.54 $8.54
706 273746 3 H B LEISEROWITZ CO camera case for canon digital camera 1 $9.50 $9.50
706 273908 1 H B LEISEROWITZ CO Nikon D5 20.8 MP FX-Format Digital SLR Camera Body (XQD 1 $6,199.00 $6,199.00
706 274444 1 LASER TECHNOLOGY INC TRUSPEED SX BT 1 $1,995.00 $1,995.00
706 274444 3 LASER TECHNOLOGY INC ARCHER 2 STD, WIFI/BT DATA COL 2 $1,650.00 $3,300.00
706 274444 4 LASER TECHNOLOGY INC (TS) 36" LTI 4-PIN TO DB9 DOWNLOAD CABLE 2 $58.00 $116.00
706 278128 1 MIOVISION TECHNOLOGIES INC Scout Video Collection Unit and Power Pack and 16GB SD Card (Bundle) 7 $4,500.00 $31,500.00
706 278128 2 MIOVISION TECHNOLOGIES INC One Year Extended Warranty - Discount 7 $0.01 $0.07
706 278128 3 MIOVISION TECHNOLOGIES INC Shipping 1 $729.00 $729.00
706 273882 1 MOTOROLA SOLUTIONS INC HIGHWAY. RADIO, APX7500 175 $4,246.98 $743,220.63
706 275441 1 MOTOROLA SOLUTIONS INC MVE RADIO, APX8000 model 3.5, 700 MHZ, PORTABLE RADIO, MOTOROLA,  50 $4,601.00 $230,050.00
706 277801 1 MOTOROLA SOLUTIONS INC BUREAU OF INVESTICATION AND IDENTITY PROTECTION. RADIO, APX7500 5 $4,724.02 $23,620.10
706 280465 1 MOTOROLA SOLUTIONS INC APX7500 RADIO FLASH FOR IT COMM,  8 $2,210.70 $17,685.60
706 280466 1 MOTOROLA SOLUTIONS INC APX7500 RADIO FLASH FOR MVE,  7 $2,212.34 $15,486.38
706 280467 1 MOTOROLA SOLUTIONS INC APX7500 RADIO FLASH FOR MVE,  50 $2,201.04 $110,052.00
706 280467 2 MOTOROLA SOLUTIONS INC APX7500 RADIO FLASH FOR MVE,  2 $2,201.04 $4,402.08
706 275287 1 SECURITY EQUIPMENT INC Wall mount system for PTZ camera 1 $411.00 $411.00
706 275287 2 SECURITY EQUIPMENT INC Camera  1 $1,491.00 $1,491.00
706 273887 1 VISA CHARGE ACCOUNT Canon EOS Rebel T6 DSLR Camera with EF-S 18-55mm f/3.5-5.6 IS II Lens, EF 75-300mm f/4-5.6 III Lens, and Deluxe Accessory Bundle 1 $629.00 $629.00
706 278633 1 VISA CHARGE ACCOUNT FLIR C3 Pocket Thermal Camera with WiFi 1 $699.00 $699.00
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Total 706 - Copiers, Fax & Communication Equipment 335 $1,209,467.93
707 to 711 - Computers & Related Equipment
707 273690 5 AMAZON.COM DisplayPort to HDMI Cable Adapter 1 $11.99 $11.99
707 274507 1 AMAZON.COM C&E Standard 15-Pin VGA Male to VGA Male Cable, 35-Feet 1 $15.98 $15.98
707 274507 2 AMAZON.COM Cable Matters Gold Plated DisplayPort to HDTV Cable 35 Feet 1 $34.99 $34.99
707 274507 3 AMAZON.COM Logitech MK520 Wireless Keyboard/Mouse Combo 1 $35.97 $35.97
707 274507 4 AMAZON.COM Netgear GS105NA Prosafe 5-Port Gigabit Switch  1 $33.99 $33.99
707 274507 5 AMAZON.COM TotalMount Apple TV Mount Compatible with the Apple TV 4  1 $19.95 $19.95
707 274507 6 AMAZON.COM AmazonBasics High-Speed HDMI Cable - 3 Feet (2-Pack) 1 $6.49 $6.49
707 274546 1 AMAZON.COM APC UPS Battery Back Up (BR1000G) - Back-UPS Pro 1000VA 8 outlet Uninterruptible Power Supply with Surge Protection 3 $109.85 $329.55
707 277647 1 AMAZON.COM Cable Matters Gold Plated DisplayPort to HDMI Adapter, Black 1 $15.32 $15.32
707 277647 2 AMAZON.COM SOMX 15-Foot HDMI Cable 1 $16.32 $16.32
707 277649 1 AMAZON.COM Cable Matters Gold Plated DisplayPort to HDMI Adapter, Black 1 $10.99 $10.99
707 277649 2 AMAZON.COM SOMX 15-Foot HDMI Cable 1 $11.99 $11.99
707 277649 3 AMAZON.COM Logitech Wireless Combo Mk520 With Keyboard and Mouse 1 $34.99 $34.99
707 277650 1 AMAZON.COM Cable Matters Gold Plated DisplayPort to HDMI Adapter, Black 1 $10.99 $10.99
707 277650 2 AMAZON.COM SOMX 15-Foot HDMI Cable 1 $11.99 $11.99
707 277650 3 AMAZON.COM Logitech Wireless Combo Mk520 With Keyboard and Mouse 1 $34.99 $34.99
707 277651 1 AMAZON.COM Cable Matters Gold Plated DisplayPort to HDMI Adapter, Black 1 $10.99 $10.99
707 277651 2 AMAZON.COM SOMX 15-Foot HDMI Cable 1 $11.99 $11.99
707 277651 3 AMAZON.COM Logitech Wireless Combo Mk520 With Keyboard and Mouse 1 $34.99 $34.99
707 277658 4 AMAZON.COM Rankie Gold Plated DisplayPort to HDMI, 6FT 12 $8.99 $107.88
707 277734 1 AMAZON.COM Cable Matters Gold Plated DisplayPort to HDMI Adapter, Black 1 $10.99 $10.99
707 277734 2 AMAZON.COM SOMX HDMI 2.0 Braided Cord Cable, 15ft 1 $11.99 $11.99
707 277734 3 AMAZON.COM Rankie Gold Plated DisplayPort to HDMI Cable, 6ft 1 $8.99 $8.99
707 277734 4 AMAZON.COM AmazonBasics DisplayPort to HDMI Cable, 25ft 1 $25.99 $25.99
707 277897 7 AMAZON.COM Cable Matters DisplayPort to HDMI Cable - 15ft 2 $15.99 $31.98
707 278087 1 AMAZON.COM AmazonBasics DisplayPort to HDMI Cable - 25ft 1 $20.66 $20.66
707 278087 2 AMAZON.COM C&E VGA to VGA Cable - 25ft 1 $8.99 $8.99
707 278087 3 AMAZON.COM Logitech Wireless Keyboard/Mouse Combo MK320 1 $24.82 $24.82
707 279697 1 AMAZON.COM Fovitec StudioPRO VR Compatible Stands (2x7'6") 1 $44.95 $44.95
707 279830 1 AMAZON.COM AmazonBasics DisplayPort To DVI Cable, 3 feet 1 $15.91 $15.91
707 279830 2 AMAZON.COM AmazonBasics DisplayPort To DVI Cable, 6 feet 1 $15.91 $15.91
707 279847 1 AMAZON.COM AmazonBasics DisplayPort To DVI Cable, 3 feet 1 $15.91 $15.91
707 279847 2 AMAZON.COM AmazonBasics DisplayPort To DVI Cable, 6 feet 1 $15.91 $15.91
707 279849 1 AMAZON.COM AmazonBasics DisplayPort To DVI Cable, 3 feet 1 $15.91 $15.91
707 279849 2 AMAZON.COM AmazonBasics DisplayPort To DVI Cable, 6 feet 1 $15.91 $15.91
707 279850 1 AMAZON.COM AmazonBasics DisplayPort To DVI Cable, 3 feet 1 $15.91 $15.91
707 279850 2 AMAZON.COM AmazonBasics DisplayPort To DVI Cable, 6 feet 1 $15.91 $15.91
707 279851 1 AMAZON.COM AmazonBasics DisplayPort To DVI Cable, 3 feet 1 $15.91 $15.91
707 279851 2 AMAZON.COM AmazonBasics DisplayPort To DVI Cable, 6 feet 1 $15.91 $15.91
707 279853 1 AMAZON.COM AmazonBasics DisplayPort To DVI Cable, 3 feet 1 $15.91 $15.91
707 279853 2 AMAZON.COM AmazonBasics DisplayPort To DVI Cable, 6 feet 1 $15.91 $15.91
707 279854 1 AMAZON.COM AmazonBasics DisplayPort To DVI Cable, 3 feet 1 $15.91 $15.91
707 279854 2 AMAZON.COM AmazonBasics DisplayPort To DVI Cable, 6 feet 1 $15.91 $15.91
707 274885 1 AVI SYSTEMS Polycom Realpresence Group 500 - 720p; Group 500 HD codec, EagleEyeIV-12x camera, mic array, univ. remote NTS 1 $7,162.24 $7,162.24
707 274885 4 AVI SYSTEMS Liberty AV 1X2 Slim HDMI DIST AMP 1 $63.11 $63.11
707 274885 5 AVI SYSTEMS Group Series & Centro Multipoint License.  6-way on Group 500 & Centro.  8-way on Group 700 1 $2,229.77 $2,229.77
707 274885 6 AVI SYSTEMS Group Series 1080p HD License-1080 encode/decode for people & content.  Valid for Group 300, 500, 550 1 $2,157.82 $2,157.82
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707 274885 7 AVI SYSTEMS Polycom Touch Control for use with Group 300, 500, or 700 models.  Requires PoE network connection or 1 $1,471.72 $1,471.72
707 274885 9 AVI SYSTEMS VADDIO Wall Mount - Polycom 1 $109.76 $109.76
707 274773 1 BEST BUY BUSINESS ADVANTAGE ACCOUNT Logitech Wireless Combo Mk520 With Keyboard and Mouse 6 $33.00 $198.00
707 277640 1 BEST BUY BUSINESS ADVANTAGE ACCOUNT Wepresent IEEE 802.11a/b/g/n Wireless Presentation Gateway  1 $795.97 $795.97
707 277641 1 BEST BUY BUSINESS ADVANTAGE ACCOUNT LG - 65" Class (64.5" Diag.) - LED - 2160p - Smart - 3D - 4K 1 $1,500.00 $1,500.00
707 277641 2 BEST BUY BUSINESS ADVANTAGE ACCOUNT Tripp Lite - Display TV LCD Wall Monitor Mount Tilt 32" to 1 $49.90 $49.90
707 277642 1 BEST BUY BUSINESS ADVANTAGE ACCOUNT LG - 65" Class (64.5" Diag.) - LED - 2160p - Smart - 3D - 4K 1 $1,500.00 $1,500.00
707 277642 2 BEST BUY BUSINESS ADVANTAGE ACCOUNT Tripp Lite - Display TV LCD Wall Monitor Mount Tilt 32" to 1 $49.90 $49.90
707 277643 1 BEST BUY BUSINESS ADVANTAGE ACCOUNT LG - 43" 1080p LED-LCD TV - 16:9 - Black - 1920 x 1080 - LED - 1 $450.00 $450.00
707 277643 2 BEST BUY BUSINESS ADVANTAGE ACCOUNT TRIPP LITE Display TV LCD Wall Mount Arm Swivel Tilt Flat 1 $73.25 $73.25
707 277644 1 BEST BUY BUSINESS ADVANTAGE ACCOUNT LG - 43" 1080p LED-LCD TV - 16:9 - Black - 1920 x 1080 - LED - 1 $450.00 $450.00
707 277644 2 BEST BUY BUSINESS ADVANTAGE ACCOUNT TRIPP LITE Display TV LCD Wall Mount Arm Swivel Tilt Flat 1 $73.25 $73.25
707 277732 1 BEST BUY BUSINESS ADVANTAGE ACCOUNT LG - 65" Class (64.5" Diag.) - LED - 2160p - Smart - 3D - 4K 1 $1,445.00 $1,445.00
707 277732 2 BEST BUY BUSINESS ADVANTAGE ACCOUNT Sharp LC-80LE661U 80"-Class Full HD Commercial Smart LED TV 1 $3,300.00 $3,300.00
707 278147 1 BEST BUY BUSINESS ADVANTAGE ACCOUNT Insignia 32" Class - LED - 720p - HDTV - Black 1 $119.99 $119.99
707 278147 2 BEST BUY BUSINESS ADVANTAGE ACCOUNT Sanus Full Motion TV Wall Mount, Black 1 $85.00 $85.00
707 278152 1 BEST BUY BUSINESS ADVANTAGE ACCOUNT LG - 65" Class (64.5" Diag.) - LED - 2160p - Smart - 4K 1 $1,075.00 $1,075.00
707 278152 2 BEST BUY BUSINESS ADVANTAGE ACCOUNT Chief - Fusion Wall Fixed XSM1U Wall Mount for Flat Panel 1 $310.00 $310.00
707 279679 1 BEST BUY BUSINESS ADVANTAGE ACCOUNT Oculus Rift + Touch headset including 2 hand controllers and 1 $574.00 $574.00
707 279699 1 BEST BUY BUSINESS ADVANTAGE ACCOUNT 55" LG Commercial LCD Display 2 $1,229.00 $2,458.00
707 279699 2 BEST BUY BUSINESS ADVANTAGE ACCOUNT Chief Tilt Wall Mount 2 $179.90 $359.80
707 279700 1 BEST BUY BUSINESS ADVANTAGE ACCOUNT 55" LG Commercial LCD Display 2 $1,229.00 $2,458.00
707 279700 2 BEST BUY BUSINESS ADVANTAGE ACCOUNT Chief Tilt Wall Mount 2 $179.90 $359.80
707 279701 1 BEST BUY BUSINESS ADVANTAGE ACCOUNT 55" LG Commercial LCD Display 2 $1,229.00 $2,458.00
707 279701 2 BEST BUY BUSINESS ADVANTAGE ACCOUNT Chief Tilt Wall Mount 2 $179.90 $359.80
707 279702 1 BEST BUY BUSINESS ADVANTAGE ACCOUNT 55" LG Commercial LCD Display 2 $1,229.00 $2,458.00
707 279702 2 BEST BUY BUSINESS ADVANTAGE ACCOUNT Chief Tilt Wall Mount 2 $179.90 $359.80
707 279703 1 BEST BUY BUSINESS ADVANTAGE ACCOUNT 55" LG Commercial LCD Display 2 $1,229.00 $2,458.00
707 279703 2 BEST BUY BUSINESS ADVANTAGE ACCOUNT Chief Tilt Wall Mount 2 $179.90 $359.80
707 279704 1 BEST BUY BUSINESS ADVANTAGE ACCOUNT 55" LG Commercial Display 2 $1,229.00 $2,458.00
707 279704 2 BEST BUY BUSINESS ADVANTAGE ACCOUNT Chief Tilt Wall Mount 2 $179.90 $359.80
707 279705 1 BEST BUY BUSINESS ADVANTAGE ACCOUNT 55" LG Commercial LCD Display 2 $1,229.00 $2,458.00
707 279705 2 BEST BUY BUSINESS ADVANTAGE ACCOUNT Chief Tilt Wall Mount 2 $179.90 $359.80
707 275356 1 CDW GOVERNMENT LLC Samsung UE850 Series U28E850R - LED monitor - 28" 10 $410.00 $4,100.00
707 275356 2 CDW GOVERNMENT LLC Planar IX2851 - LED monitor - 28" 1 $405.00 $405.00
707 279845 1 CDW GOVERNMENT LLC Samsung UE850 Series U28E850R - LED monitor - 28" 4 $410.00 $1,640.00
707 279895 1 CDW GOVERNMENT LLC APC Power-Saving Back-UPS Pro 1000 260 $124.00 $32,240.00
707 273312 1 COMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING CO Tile Bridge 2 $38.95 $77.90
707 273312 2 COMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING CO FreeSpace DS 16F (White) Product color: White 12 $70.15 $841.80
707 273312 3 COMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING CO 8-CH ACCESS POINT TRANSCEIVER 1 $2,749.50 $2,749.50
707 273312 4 COMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING CO 8-CH NETWORK INTERFACE 1 $1,007.37 $1,007.37
707 273312 5 COMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING CO Handheld Transmitter with SM58 Microphone (Includes one SB902 Battery) 2 $454.25 $908.50
707 273312 6 COMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING CO BOUNDARY TRANSCEIVER, CARDIOID 6 $500.25 $3,001.50
707 273312 7 COMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING CO 8-CH NETWORKED CHARGING STATION 1 $1,433.25 $1,433.25
707 273312 8 COMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING CO Soundstructure C12 Audio Conferencing System 1 $5,005.83 $5,005.83
707 273312 9 COMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING CO SoundStructure TEL1 - single-line PSTN interface for SoundStructure C-series and SR-series products. 1 $545.72 $545.72
707 273312 10 COMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING CO 7" Touch Screen Control System, Black Smooth 1 $1,450.00 $1,450.00
707 273312 11 COMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING CO 1U 9.5" Deep Universal Rack Shelf Kit 1 $74.75 $74.75
707 273312 12 COMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING CO Two Channel Amplifier - 100 Watts Per Channel @ 70 V 1 $569.25 $569.25
707 273312 13 COMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING CO 10SP/17D ECONO WLRK,BK,DR 10 SPACE (17 1/2") 1 $321.43 $321.43
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707 273312 14 COMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING CO 9OUT,15A,RCKMNT POWER CEN 9 OUTLET, SINGLE 15 AMP CIRCUIT, SURGE/SPIKE PROTECTED RACKMOUNT 1 $92.95 $92.95
707 273312 15 COMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING CO inner connects, mounting hardware, 1 $345.00 $345.00
707 273312 16 COMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING CO 1P 18G STRD SHLD PLEN II 1 $103.50 $103.50
707 273312 17 COMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING CO Custom 3.5mm and XLR plate 1 $46.00 $46.00
707 273312 18 COMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING CO RKXF-10 1 $9.84 $9.84
707 273312 19 COMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING CO TL-SF1008P POE SWITCH 8PORT 10/100 4PORT RJ45/POE 1 $50.91 $50.91
707 273312 20 COMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING CO 3FT CAT6 SNAGLESS UTP CAB 4 $3.45 $13.80
707 273312 21 COMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING CO Technical Services 1 $3,532.20 $3,532.20
707 273312 22 COMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING CO Shipping Charges 1 $652.67 $652.67
707 273555 1 EMBARKIT INC LG - LW340C 32LW340C 32" LED-LCD TV - 16:9 - Black 1366 x 768 - LED - 1 x HDMI - Ethernet 1 $335.00 $335.00
707 274487 1 EMBARKIT INC Sharp LC-80LE661U 80"-Class Full HD Commercial Smart LED TV 1 $3,445.00 $3,445.00
707 274487 2 EMBARKIT INC Chief - Fusion Wall Fixed XSM1U Wall Mount for Flat Panel 1 $182.00 $182.00
707 274580 1 EMBARKIT INC HP EliteDisplay E222 Monitor 2 $155.00 $310.00
707 274617 1 EMBARKIT INC Vtech VCS704 ERIS Station Conference Phone with OrbitLink Wireless Technology 1 $284.00 $284.00
707 276570 1 EMBARKIT INC NEC Display 32" LED Backlit Display with Integrated Tuner 1 $408.05 $408.05
707 277078 1 EMBARKIT INC Contex America - IQ4490 Scanner 1 $9,175.00 $9,175.00
707 277265 1 EMBARKIT INC Epson PowerLite 1940W LCD projector 1 $1,029.00 $1,029.00
707 277894 1 EMBARKIT INC 55" Class - LED - 2160p - Smart TV 1 $799.00 $799.00
707 278511 1 EMBARKIT INC Fujitsu - FI-7160 DELUXE PS CAPTURE PRO 1 $1,238.00 $1,238.00
707 279873 1 EMBARKIT INC ELO - 1715L 17" Touchscreen Monitor 310 $449.00 $139,190.00
707 280095 1 EMBARKIT INC NEC Display Solutions V423 42IN LED LCD PUBLIC DISPLAY 1 $778.00 $778.00
707 280349 1 ENTERPRISE CONSULTING GROUP CheckPoint Line Expansion Card 8 additional 10/100/1000 ports 2 $1,920.00 $3,840.00
707 272606 1 HEARTLAND BUSINESS SYSTEMS LLC 1000BASE-SX SFP transceiver module, MMF, 850nm, DOM 36 $170.00 $6,120.00
707 272606 2 HEARTLAND BUSINESS SYSTEMS LLC 1000BASE-LX/LH SFP transceiver module, MMF/SMF, 1310nm, DOM 21 $338.30 $7,104.30
707 272606 3 HEARTLAND BUSINESS SYSTEMS LLC 1000BASE-ZX SFP transceiver module, SMF, 1550nm, DOM 1 $1,358.30 $1,358.30
707 272606 4 HEARTLAND BUSINESS SYSTEMS LLC 10GBASE-SR SFP Module, Enterprise-Class 4 $221.00 $884.00
707 272606 5 HEARTLAND BUSINESS SYSTEMS LLC 100BASE-FX SFP for GE SFP port on 3750,3560.2970,2960 3 $85.00 $255.00
707 272969 1 HEARTLAND BUSINESS SYSTEMS LLC ASA 5506-X with FirePOWER services, 8GE, AC, 3DES/AES 1 $497.50 $497.50
707 272969 2 HEARTLAND BUSINESS SYSTEMS LLC SNTC-8X5XNBD ASA 5506-X with FirePOWER services, 8GE, 1 $476.00 $476.00
707 275357 1 HEARTLAND BUSINESS SYSTEMS LLC Cisco SFP (mini-GBIC) Module - 1 x 1000Base-LX/LH1 10 $437.80 $4,378.00
707 275357 2 HEARTLAND BUSINESS SYSTEMS LLC 1000BT SFP TRANSCEIVER 10 $173.80 $1,738.00
707 275357 3 HEARTLAND BUSINESS SYSTEMS LLC 1000BASE-SX SFP transceiver module, MMF, 850nm, DOM 10 $220.00 $2,200.00
707 275605 1 HEARTLAND BUSINESS SYSTEMS LLC 10GBASE-SR SFP Module, Enterprise-Class 20 $221.00 $4,420.00
707 275976 1 HEARTLAND BUSINESS SYSTEMS LLC 1000BT SFP TRANSCEIVER 20 $173.80 $3,476.00
707 276443 1 HEARTLAND BUSINESS SYSTEMS LLC Catalyst 2960-X 48 GigE PoE 740W, 2 x 10G SFP+, LAN Base-L 12 $2,718.30 $32,619.60
707 276443 2 HEARTLAND BUSINESS SYSTEMS LLC Cisco ONE Foundation Lite Perpetual - Cat 2900 48 Port 12 $68.00 $816.00
707 276443 3 HEARTLAND BUSINESS SYSTEMS LLC Catalyst 2960-X FlexStack Plus Stacking Module 12 $406.30 $4,875.60
707 276443 4 HEARTLAND BUSINESS SYSTEMS LLC 10GBASE-SR SFP Module, Enterprise-Class 2 $221.00 $442.00
707 276443 5 HEARTLAND BUSINESS SYSTEMS LLC 100FX SFP ON GE SFP PORTS FOR 3 $110.00 $330.00
707 276444 1 HEARTLAND BUSINESS SYSTEMS LLC Meraki MS225-24P L2 Stck Cld-Mngd 24x GigE 370W PoE Switch 5 $1,322.50 $6,612.50
707 276444 2 HEARTLAND BUSINESS SYSTEMS LLC Meraki MS225-24P Enterprise License 5YR (First Year On Us) 5 $187.20 $936.00
707 277037 1 HEARTLAND BUSINESS SYSTEMS LLC 1000BASE-SX SFP transceiver module, MMF, 850nm, DOM 20 $220.00 $4,400.00
707 279582 1 HEARTLAND BUSINESS SYSTEMS LLC Cisco 10GBASE-SR SFP+ Module for MMF - For Data Networking, Optical 20 $221.00 $4,420.00
707 280794 4 HEARTLAND BUSINESS SYSTEMS LLC Catalyst 2960-X FlexStack Plus Stacking Module 2 $597.50 $1,195.00
707 280794 5 HEARTLAND BUSINESS SYSTEMS LLC Catalyst 2960-X 48 GigE, 2 x 10G SFP+, LAN Base 2 $2,797.50 $5,595.00
707 280794 6 HEARTLAND BUSINESS SYSTEMS LLC 1000BASE-T SFP transceiver module for Category 5 copper wire 20 $197.50 $3,950.00
707 280794 7 HEARTLAND BUSINESS SYSTEMS LLC 10GBASE-LR SFP Module, Enterprise-Class 10 $950.00 $9,500.00
707 280794 8 HEARTLAND BUSINESS SYSTEMS LLC 10GBASE-SR SFP Module, Enterprise-Class 40 $325.00 $13,000.00
707 280794 9 HEARTLAND BUSINESS SYSTEMS LLC QSFP to SFP10G adapter 12 $175.00 $2,100.00
707 280794 10 HEARTLAND BUSINESS SYSTEMS LLC Nexus 2000, 10GT FEX; 48x1/10T; 6x40G QSFP 6 $6,000.00 $36,000.00
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707 272850 1 HP INC HP EliteDisplay E222 Monitor 3 $155.00 $465.00
707 273236 4 HP INC HP EliteDisplay E222 Monitor 2 $155.00 $310.00
707 273489 1 HP INC HP EliteDisplay E222 Monitor 3 $155.00 $465.00
707 273927 1 HP INC HP EliteDisplay E222 Monitor 2 $155.00 $310.00
707 274060 1 HP INC HP EliteDisplay E222 Monitor 2 $155.00 $310.00
707 274263 1 HP INC HP EliteDisplay E222 Monitor 40 $155.00 $6,200.00
707 274313 1 HP INC HP EliteDisplay E222 Monitor 8 $155.00 $1,240.00
707 274313 2 HP INC HP EliteDisplay E222 Monitor 2 $155.00 $310.00
707 274334 1 HP INC HP EliteDisplay E222 Monitor 1 $155.00 $155.00
707 274504 1 HP INC HP EliteDisplay E222 Monitor 6 $155.00 $930.00
707 274571 1 HP INC HP EliteDisplay E222 Monitor 4 $155.00 $620.00
707 274648 1 HP INC HP EliteDisplay E222 Monitor 24 $155.00 $3,720.00
707 274795 1 HP INC HP EliteDisplay E242 Monitor 1 $215.00 $215.00
707 275279 1 HP INC HP EliteDisplay E222 Monitor 2 $155.00 $310.00
707 275451 1 HP INC HP EliteDisplay E222 Monitor 40 $130.00 $5,200.00
707 275484 1 HP INC HP EliteDisplay E222 Monitor 6 $155.00 $930.00
707 276559 1 HP INC HP EliteDisplay E242 Monitor 3 $215.00 $645.00
707 276559 2 HP INC HP EliteDisplay E222 Monitor 2 $155.00 $310.00
707 276571 1 HP INC HP EliteDisplay E222 Monitor 4 $155.00 $620.00
707 276571 2 HP INC HP EliteDisplay E242 Monitor 1 $215.00 $215.00
707 277076 1 HP INC HP EliteDisplay E222 Monitor 2 $130.00 $260.00
707 277076 2 HP INC HP ProDesk 600 G2 Microtower 1 $646.91 $646.91
707 277077 2 HP INC HP EliteDisplay E222 Monitor 3 $130.00 $390.00
707 277077 3 HP INC HP EliteDisplay E222 Monitor 2 $130.00 $260.00
707 277393 1 HP INC HP EliteDisplay E222 Monitor 1 $130.00 $130.00
707 277393 2 HP INC HP EliteDisplay E222 Monitor 2 $130.00 $260.00
707 277393 3 HP INC HP EliteDisplay E242 Monitor 1 $215.00 $215.00
707 277634 1 HP INC HP EliteDisplay E222 Monitor 4 $130.00 $520.00
707 277816 4 HP INC HP EliteDisplay E242 Monitor 4 $215.00 $860.00
707 277999 1 HP INC HP EliteDisplay E222 Monitor 5 $130.00 $650.00
707 278086 1 HP INC HP EliteDisplay E242 Monitor 11 $215.00 $2,365.00
707 278407 1 HP INC HP EliteDisplay E242 Monitor 5 $215.00 $1,075.00
707 279012 1 HP INC HP EliteDisplay E222 Monitor 7 $130.00 $910.00
707 279364 1 HP INC HP Z440 Workstation 2 $5,390.82 $10,781.64
707 279511 1 HP INC HP EliteDisplay E222 Monitor 2 $130.00 $260.00
707 279790 1 HP INC HP (2013) Wall Mount Small Form Factor Security Sleeve 1 $69.00 $69.00
707 279791 1 HP INC HP (2013) Wall Mount Small Form Factor Security Sleeve 1 $69.00 $69.00
707 279792 1 HP INC HP (2013) Wall Mount Small Form Factor Security Sleeve 1 $69.00 $69.00
707 279793 1 HP INC HP (2013) Wall Mount Small Form Factor Security Sleeve 1 $69.00 $69.00
707 279794 1 HP INC HP (2013) Wall Mount Small Form Factor Security Sleeve 1 $69.00 $69.00
707 279795 1 HP INC HP (2013) Wall Mount Small Form Factor Security Sleeve 1 $69.00 $69.00
707 279796 1 HP INC HP (2013) Wall Mount Small Form Factor Security Sleeve 1 $69.00 $69.00
707 279842 1 HP INC HP EliteDisplay E222 Monitor 6 $130.00 $780.00
707 280543 2 HP INC HP EliteDisplay E222 Monitor 2 $130.00 $260.00
707 280543 3 HP INC HP EliteDisplay E242 Monitor 3 $215.00 $645.00
707 277074 1 L-3 COMMUNICATIONS MOBILE-VISION INC Camera and cables, Covert, Motion Sensor, includes Motion Detection output, modified.  Camera Cable length 50. 2 $535.50 $1,071.00
707 277074 2 L-3 COMMUNICATIONS MOBILE-VISION INC Camera and Cable, Covert, Motion Sensor, modified.  Camera cable length 50ft. 2 $490.50 $981.00
707 277074 4 L-3 COMMUNICATIONS MOBILE-VISION INC Interview Room Power Supply 1 $44.96 $44.96
707 277074 5 L-3 COMMUNICATIONS MOBILE-VISION INC Cable Kit, DVR, Interview Room 1 $202.50 $202.50
707 277074 6 L-3 COMMUNICATIONS MOBILE-VISION INC Kit, Flashback Hardware- Interview Room 1 $40.50 $40.50
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707 277074 7 L-3 COMMUNICATIONS MOBILE-VISION INC Cable, Camera 3-5 Breakout, Flashback 3 Standard 1 $119.00 $119.00
707 280252 2 MANAGEMENT COMMUNICATION SERVICES LLC Dual optical GigaTAP module, 50/50 Multimode, 850nm, 50/125 micron fiber  requires TAP-200 chassis, 1/10G 8 $963.60 $7,708.80
707 274179 1 MORPHO TRUST USA INC MorphoTrust Self-Service Kiosk - DL 1 $55,000.00 $55,000.00
707 272634 1 OLSON INSTRUMENTS INC Scanning Impact Echo System  1 $77,850.00 $77,850.00
707 274616 1 PCM Apple TV (4th generation) 32GB - Black 1 $136.73 $136.73
707 274616 2 PCM wePresent WiPG-2000 Wireless Interactive Presentation Gateway System 1 $798.63 $798.63
707 274616 3 PCM wePresent WIPG-SHAREPOD Seamless Collaboration Pairing Solution Media Player 1 $275.67 $275.67
707 277731 1 PCM Chief - Fusion Wall Fixed XSM1U Wall Mount for Flat Panel 1 $158.48 $158.48
707 277733 1 PCM Chief - Fusion Wall Fixed XSM1U Wall Mount for Flat Panel 1 $158.48 $158.48
707 279678 1 PCM NEC Display 32" LED Backlit Display with Integrated Tuner 2 $355.00 $710.00
707 280376 1 PCM Epson PowerLite 1785W Wireless WXGA 3LCD Projector 14 $993.34 $13,906.76
707 280376 2 PCM Epson PowerLite 2140W WXGA 3LCD Projector 2 $967.15 $1,934.30
707 280376 3 PCM Epson Universal Projector Ceiling Mount (ELPMBPJG) 2 $102.03 $204.06
707 273627 1 Q-MATIC CORP Intro 17 Reception (Includes Kiosk and Mount/Pedestal) 22 $6,031.00 $132,682.00
707 273627 2 Q-MATIC CORP TP Thermal Tickets (24 rolls @ 00 tickets per roll) 1 $405.00 $405.00
707 274292 5 VISA CHARGE ACCOUNT Cable Matters Mini DisplayPort (Thunderbolt™ 2 Port Compatible) to HDMI Male to Female Adapter in Black 1 $8.49 $8.49
707 274292 8 VISA CHARGE ACCOUNT Logitech Wireless Combo Mk520 With Keyboard and Mouse 1 $35.99 $35.99
707 274503 3 VISA CHARGE ACCOUNT DisplayPort to HDMI Cable Adapter 2 $10.99 $21.98
707 274550 1 VISA CHARGE ACCOUNT Liberty AV Solutions Digitalinx HDMI Adapter Ring 1 $206.00 $206.00
707 279681 1 VISA CHARGE ACCOUNT MSI GT73VR Titan Pro (VR Ready) 17.3" Gaming Laptop 1 $2,938.95 $2,938.95
707 279696 1 VISA CHARGE ACCOUNT HTC Vive VR System including 2 controllers and base stations 2 $812.50 $1,625.00
707 279696 2 VISA CHARGE ACCOUNT HTC Vive Controllers 2 $123.99 $247.98
707 279872 1 VISA CHARGE ACCOUNT Microsoft Hololens headset 1 $3,000.00 $3,000.00
708 272960 1 AMAZON.COM SWISSGEAR 6758 ScanSmart™ Laptop Backpack 1 $59.90 $59.90
708 272960 2 AMAZON.COM Logitech M510 Wireless Mouse  1 $23.89 $23.89
708 272960 3 AMAZON.COM Microsoft Arc Touch Bluetooth Mouse for PC, Microsoft Surface, and Windows Tablets 1 $45.99 $45.99
708 272960 4 AMAZON.COM Kroo Microsoft Surface Pro 4 12.3-inch Case | Black Tablet/Laptop Sleeve with Shoulder Strap 1 $19.99 $19.99
708 272960 5 AMAZON.COM Mini Display port to VGA Display Adapter 2 $11.99 $23.98
708 272960 6 AMAZON.COM Dual Port USB Car Charger for iPad 3.1 amps (amazon) 1 $7.09 $7.09
708 272960 7 AMAZON.COM SUPERSHIELDZ- Anti-Glare & Anti-Fingerprint Matte Screen Protector For Apple iPad Air 2 - (3-pack)  (Amazon) 1 $7.49 $7.49
708 272960 8 AMAZON.COM ZAGG Folio Case Hinged with Backlit Bluetooth Keyboard for iPad Air 2, Black 1 $59.99 $59.99
708 272960 9 AMAZON.COM Wacom Bamboo Stylus Solo or approved alternative 1 $9.99 $9.99
708 273690 1 AMAZON.COM BRINCH 15.6 inch Soft Nylon Waterproof Laptop Computer Case Cover Sleeve Shoulder Strap Bag with Side Pockets Handles and Detachable for Macbook Pro Retina 15 inch - Black (pricing from Amazon)1 $37.98 $37.98
708 273690 2 AMAZON.COM BRINCH 15.6 inch Soft Nylon Waterproof Laptop Computer Case Cover Sleeve Shoulder Strap Bag with Side Pockets Handles and Detachable for Macbook Pro Retina 15 inch - Black (pricing from Amazon)5 $37.98 $189.90
708 273690 3 AMAZON.COM Displayport DP Male To VGA Female Adapter Cable Converter  1 $6.25 $6.25
708 273690 4 AMAZON.COM BRINCH® 13.3 Inch Oxford Fabric Lightweight Laptop Shoulder Case Messenger Bag For 13 - 13.3 Inch Laptop / Notebook / MacBook / Chromebook Computers with Shoulder Strap Handle and Pockets (Black)  - Pricing from Amazon1 $27.99 $27.99
708 273690 6 AMAZON.COM USB 2.0 to VGA Display Adapter (from Amazon) 3 $29.99 $89.97
708 273690 7 AMAZON.COM Mini DisplayPort to DisplayPort 6' (amazon) Cable Matters or its equivalent 6 $9.99 $59.94
708 273690 8 AMAZON.COM Microsoft Surface Book Messenger Bag, Evecase Ultra Portable Neoprene Messenger Briefcase Shoulder Tote Bag with Handle and Accessory Pocket - Black 3 $20.99 $62.97
708 273690 9 AMAZON.COM Mini Display port to VGA Display Adapter 3 $11.95 $35.85
708 273690 10 AMAZON.COM Incipio ClamCase Pro for iPad Air 2, ClamCase Pro Bluetooth Keyboard [100 Hour Playtime] for iPad Air 2 - White / Silver (amazon) 2 $104.99 $209.98
708 273690 11 AMAZON.COM Wacom Bamboo Stylus Solo or approved alternative 3 $9.99 $29.97
708 273690 12 AMAZON.COM ZAGG Folio Case Hinged with Backlit Bluetooth Keyboard for iPad Air 2, Black 2 $54.47 $108.94
708 273690 13 AMAZON.COM Dual Port USB Car Charger for iPad 3.1 4 $7.09 $28.36
708 273690 14 AMAZON.COM Evecase iPad Air 2 / iPad Pro 9.7 Case Bag, UltraPortable Handle Carrying Portfolio Neoprene Sleeve Case Bag for Apple (amazon) 2 $9.99 $19.98
708 273690 15 AMAZON.COM iPad 2 Screen Protector [5-Pack][Apple iPad 2nd,3rd Gen], Flex Shield (amazon) 1 $8.95 $8.95
708 273690 16 AMAZON.COM Premium Messenger Bag for 10.1-Inch Tablet, iPad Air (amazon) 1 $22.00 $22.00
708 273690 17 AMAZON.COM AC Adapter (for docking station) not included 2 $48.99 $97.98
708 273690 18 AMAZON.COM Incipio ClamCase Pro for iPad Air 2, ClamCase Pro Bluetooth Keyboard [100 Hour Playtime] for iPad Air 2 - White / Silver (amazon) 1 $104.99 $104.99
708 273690 19 AMAZON.COM Dual Port USB Car Charger for iPad 3.1 1 $7.09 $7.09
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708 273690 20 AMAZON.COM Case Logic 14.1 Laptop/MacBook Air / Pro Retina Display and iPad Slim Case (Black) 1 $22.50 $22.50
708 273690 21 AMAZON.COM Pwr+® 90W Laptop Car Charger for HP ProBook 430 440 450 455 640 645 650 G1 G2; ZBook 14; Elitebook 740 745 755 820 840 850 G1 G2 ; EliteBook Revolve 810 G1 G2 G3 (amazon)2 $19.90 $39.80
708 273854 2 AMAZON.COM VanGoddy Jet Black Laptop Messenger Bag for HP Pavilion 17z , 17t / ENVY 17t / ZBook 17 G2 G3 / ProBook 470 G3 17"   - Pricing from Amazon1 $45.99 $45.99
708 273854 3 AMAZON.COM VanGoddy Jet Black Laptop Messenger Bag for HP Pavilion 15t 15z 15 Gaming / ENVY 360 15t , 15z / ZBook 15u 15 G2 G3 14"-15.6in   - Pricing from Amazon3 $45.99 $137.97
708 273854 4 AMAZON.COM VanGoddy Jet Black Laptop Messenger Bag for HP Pavilion 17z , 17t / ENVY 17t / ZBook 17 G2 G3 / ProBook 470 G3 17"  2 $45.99 $91.98
708 273854 5 AMAZON.COM SWISSGEAR 6758 ScanSmart™ Laptop Backpack 2 $52.94 $105.88
708 273854 6 AMAZON.COM Pwr+® 90W Laptop Car Charger for HP ProBook 430 440 450 455 640 645 650 G1 G2; ZBook 14; Elitebook 740 745 755 820 840 850 G1 G2 ; EliteBook Revolve 810 G1 G2 G3 (amazon)1 $19.90 $19.90
708 273854 7 AMAZON.COM Mini Display port to VGA Display Adapter 1 $10.99 $10.99
708 273854 8 AMAZON.COM Mini Display port to VGA Display Adapter 1 $10.99 $10.99
708 273854 9 AMAZON.COM Pwr+® 90W Laptop Car Charger for HP ProBook 430 440 450 455 640 645 650 G1 G2; ZBook 14; Elitebook 740 745 755 820 840 850 G1 G2 ; EliteBook Revolve 810 G1 G2 G3 (amazon)1 $19.90 $19.90
708 277379 1 AMAZON.COM Microsoft Arc Touch Bluetooth Mouse for PC, Microsoft Surface, and Windows Tablets 5 $44.99 $224.95
708 277379 2 AMAZON.COM Mini DisplayPort to VGA Adapter (Male to Female) 7 $7.69 $53.83
708 277379 3 AMAZON.COM Mini DisplayPort to DisplayPort 6' (amazon) Cable Matters or its equivalent 6 $9.99 $59.94
708 277379 4 AMAZON.COM Case Logic 14.1 Laptop/MacBook Air / Pro Retina Display and iPad Slim Case (Black) 10 $18.60 $186.00
708 277379 5 AMAZON.COM HDMI to VGA Adapter 3 $9.49 $28.47
708 277379 6 AMAZON.COM USB 3.0 to Gigabit Ethernet NIC Network Adapter 3 $14.99 $44.97
708 277379 7 AMAZON.COM DisplayPort (M) to DVI (M) Cable, 6 Feet 2 $11.95 $23.90
708 277658 1 AMAZON.COM Case Logic 14.1 Laptop/MacBook Air / Pro Retina Display and iPad Slim Case (Black) 6 $18.60 $111.60
708 277658 2 AMAZON.COM Rankie Gold Plated HDMI to VGA Adapter, Black 6 $9.99 $59.94
708 277658 3 AMAZON.COM Cable Matters USB 3.0 to RJ45 Gigabit Ethernet Network Adapter, Black 6 $13.99 $83.94
708 277792 1 AMAZON.COM Otter - Galaxy Tab A (9.7) with S Pen Defender Series Case 1 $69.47 $69.47
708 277792 2 AMAZON.COM Case Logic 14.1 Laptop/MacBook Air / Pro Retina Display and iPad Slim Case (Black) 2 $18.60 $37.20
708 277792 3 AMAZON.COM HDMI to VGA Adapter 2 $9.99 $19.98
708 277792 4 AMAZON.COM USB 3.0 to Gigabit Ethernet NIC Network Adapter - 10/100/1000 Network Adapter - USB to Ethernet LAN Adapter - USB to RJ45 2 $13.99 $27.98
708 277792 5 AMAZON.COM VanGoddy Jet Black Laptop Messenger Bag for Dell Latitude / Inspiron / Precision Mobile Workstation / XPS / 15"-17inch 1 $45.98 $45.98
708 277897 1 AMAZON.COM Benfei Mini DisplayPort to VGA Cable - 6ft 6 $9.59 $57.54
708 277897 2 AMAZON.COM Case Logic 14.1 inch Laptop Slim Case (Black) 2 $18.60 $37.20
708 277897 3 AMAZON.COM Cable Matters USB 3.0 to RJ45 Gigabit Ethernet Network Adapter 1 $13.99 $13.99
708 277897 4 AMAZON.COM Rankie Mini DisplayPort to VGA Adapter, Gold Plated 1 $7.65 $7.65
708 277897 5 AMAZON.COM Cable Matters Mini DisplayPort to DVI Cable - 6ft 2 $10.99 $21.98
708 277897 6 AMAZON.COM Evecase Portable Tote Bag for Microsoft Surface Book 1 $20.99 $20.99
708 278080 1 AMAZON.COM Microsoft Surface Book Messenger Bag, Evecase Ultra Portable Neoprene Messenger Briefcase Shoulder Tote Bag with Handle and Accessory Pocket - Black Amazon pricing1 $20.99 $20.99
708 278080 2 AMAZON.COM Mini Display port to VGA Display Adapter 1 $9.99 $9.99
708 278080 3 AMAZON.COM USB 3.0 to Gigabit Ethernet NIC Network Adapter - 10/100/1000 Network Adapter - USB to Ethernet LAN Adapter - USB to RJ45 1 $14.99 $14.99
708 278080 4 AMAZON.COM Incipio ClamCase Pro for iPad Air 2, ClamCase Pro Bluetooth Keyboard [100 Hour Playtime] for iPad Air 2 3 $99.99 $299.97
708 278080 5 AMAZON.COM iPad Air 2 approved Stylus 3 $14.99 $44.97
708 278080 6 AMAZON.COM Dual Port USB Car Charger for iPad 3.1 amps 3 $8.99 $26.97
708 278080 7 AMAZON.COM Messenger Bag for 10.1-Inch Tablet, iPad Air 2 (no larger than 13") 3 $19.99 $59.97
708 278080 8 AMAZON.COM Otter Box Defender Case For Ipad Air 2 (Black) 8 $59.85 $478.80
708 278080 9 AMAZON.COM Otter Box Utility Latch for iPad Air 2 8 $37.10 $296.80
708 278080 10 AMAZON.COM Apple iPad Air 2 - Anti-Glare & Matte Screen Protector 3 $7.99 $23.97
708 279648 1 AMAZON.COM Samsung SM961 128GB M.2 NGFF PCIe Gen 3.0 x4, NVME Solid State Drive (SSD), Genuine Eluktronics OEM Eluktro Pro-X Part Number MZVPW128HEGM-00000  - Pricing from Amazon6 $284.95 $1,709.70
708 280427 1 AMAZON.COM MEKO (2 in 1 Precision Series) Disc Stylus (2 pack) 20 $14.99 $299.80
708 280427 2 AMAZON.COM OfsPower 3.1A Dual USB Car Charger 39 $7.99 $311.61
708 280427 3 AMAZON.COM AmazonBasics iPad and Netbook Bag with handle (7-10in Tablets) 34 $8.14 $276.76
708 280427 4 AMAZON.COM iCarez Anti-Glare/Anti-Fingerprint Matte Finish Screen Protector for iPad (2 pack) 50 $6.49 $324.50
708 280427 6 AMAZON.COM Case Logic 14.1 inch Laptop Slim Case (Black) 8 $16.90 $135.20
708 280427 7 AMAZON.COM Teviwin 2 in 1 Slim Stylus & Ballpoint Pen 4 $9.99 $39.96
708 280427 8 AMAZON.COM Case Logic 15.6" Laptop Case 5 $19.28 $96.40
708 280427 9 AMAZON.COM Cable Matters USB 3.0 to RJ45 Gigabit Ethernet Network Adapter 1 $14.99 $14.99
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708 280427 10 AMAZON.COM Rankie HDMI to VGA Adapter 1 $9.99 $9.99
708 273996 1 BAYCOM INC CF-532UVZANM Panasonic Toughbook CF-53 2 $3,026.00 $6,052.00
708 273996 2 BAYCOM INC Panasonic 2 year extended warranty 2 $298.00 $596.00
708 273996 3 BAYCOM INC CF-53 Desktop Port Replicator 2 $193.00 $386.00
708 274489 1 BEST BUY BUSINESS ADVANTAGE ACCOUNT Dual Port USB Car Charger for iPad 3.1 amps 45 $5.25 $236.25
708 274489 2 BEST BUY BUSINESS ADVANTAGE ACCOUNT Wacom Bamboo Stylus Solo 45 $8.95 $402.75
708 274489 3 BEST BUY BUSINESS ADVANTAGE ACCOUNT ClamCase Pro for Ipad Air 2 (Black & Smoke) 45 $86.28 $3,882.78
708 275573 1 BEST BUY BUSINESS ADVANTAGE ACCOUNT Logitech Wireless Combo Mk520 With Keyboard and Mouse 2 $34.99 $69.98
708 275626 1 BEST BUY BUSINESS ADVANTAGE ACCOUNT Logitech Wireless Combo Mk520 With Keyboard and Mouse 1 $34.99 $34.99
708 277400 1 BEST BUY BUSINESS ADVANTAGE ACCOUNT Logitech MX Anywhere 2 Wireless Mobile Mouse, Long Range Wireless Mouse 1 $51.47 $51.47
708 277400 2 BEST BUY BUSINESS ADVANTAGE ACCOUNT Microsoft Bluetooth Mobile Mouse 3600 Black (PN7-00001) 1 $19.97 $19.97
708 272973 1 CDW GOVERNMENT LLC MS SURFACE PRO 4 I7 256GB 16GB W10 1 $1,644.30 $1,644.30
708 272973 2 CDW GOVERNMENT LLC MS SURFACE PRO 4 TYPE COVER BLACK 1 $100.43 $100.43
708 272973 3 CDW GOVERNMENT LLC MS SURFACE PRO 4 DOCK 1 $154.52 $154.52
708 272973 4 CDW GOVERNMENT LLC MS Surface Pro 3/4 EHS --> 4 Years Total 1 $141.55 $141.55
708 272973 5 CDW GOVERNMENT LLC MS SURFACE PRO 4 ETHERNET ADAPTER 1 $30.90 $30.90
708 274268 1 CDW GOVERNMENT LLC MS SURFACE PRO 4 I7 256GB 16GB W10 1 $1,644.30 $1,644.30
708 274268 2 CDW GOVERNMENT LLC MS SURFACE PRO 4 TYPE COVER BLACK 1 $100.43 $100.43
708 274268 3 CDW GOVERNMENT LLC MS SURFACE PRO 4 DOCK 1 $154.52 $154.52
708 274268 4 CDW GOVERNMENT LLC MS Surface Pro 3/4 EHS --> 4 Years Total 1 $149.00 $149.00
708 274268 5 CDW GOVERNMENT LLC MS SURFACE PRO 4 ETHERNET ADAPTER 1 $30.90 $30.90
708 274340 1 CDW GOVERNMENT LLC MS SURFACE PRO 4 I7 256GB 16GB W10 1 $1,644.30 $1,644.30
708 274340 2 CDW GOVERNMENT LLC MS SURFACE PRO 4 TYPE COVER BLACK 1 $100.43 $100.43
708 274340 3 CDW GOVERNMENT LLC MS SURFACE PRO 4 DOCK 1 $154.52 $154.52
708 274340 4 CDW GOVERNMENT LLC MS Surface Pro 3/4 EHS --> 4 Years Total 1 $149.00 $149.00
708 274340 5 CDW GOVERNMENT LLC MS SURFACE PRO 4 ETHERNET ADAPTER 1 $30.90 $30.90
708 276854 1 CDW GOVERNMENT LLC MS SURFACE PRO 4 I7 256GB 16GB W10 7 $1,644.30 $11,510.10
708 276854 2 CDW GOVERNMENT LLC MS SURFACE PRO 4 TYPE COVER BLACK 7 $100.43 $703.01
708 276854 3 CDW GOVERNMENT LLC MS SURFACE PRO 4 DOCK 7 $154.52 $1,081.64
708 276854 4 CDW GOVERNMENT LLC MS Surface Pro 3/4 EHS --> 4 Years Total 7 $138.57 $969.99
708 276854 5 CDW GOVERNMENT LLC MS SURFACE PRO 4 ETHERNET ADAPTER 7 $30.90 $216.30
708 277800 1 CDW GOVERNMENT LLC Samsung - 10.1" Galaxy Tab A P580 16GB Tablet with S Pen 1 $335.99 $335.99
708 278079 1 CDW GOVERNMENT LLC Microsoft Surface Book 6th Generation Core i7 256 GB SSD 8 GB RAM 1 $1,875.00 $1,875.00
708 278079 2 CDW GOVERNMENT LLC Microsoft Extended Hardware Service Plan extended service agreement - 4 year 1 $135.00 $135.00
708 278079 3 CDW GOVERNMENT LLC Microsoft Surface Pro 4 Docking Station 1 $152.00 $152.00
708 278160 1 CDW GOVERNMENT LLC Microsoft Surface Pro 4 - 12.3" - Core i7 6650U - 16 GB RAM 2 $1,475.00 $2,950.00
708 278160 2 CDW GOVERNMENT LLC MS Surface Pro 3/4 EHS --> 4 Years Total 2 $135.00 $270.00
708 278160 3 CDW GOVERNMENT LLC MS SURFACE PRO 4 ETHERNET ADAPTER 2 $30.50 $61.00
708 278160 4 CDW GOVERNMENT LLC Microsoft Arc Touch Bluetooth Mouse 2 $57.50 $115.00
708 278160 5 CDW GOVERNMENT LLC MS SURFACE PRO 4 TYPE COVER BLACK 2 $99.00 $198.00
708 278160 6 CDW GOVERNMENT LLC Microsoft Surface Pro 4 Docking Station 2 $152.00 $304.00
708 278995 1 CDW GOVERNMENT LLC Microsoft Surface Book 6th Generation Core i7 256 GB SSD 8 GB RAM 1 $1,875.00 $1,875.00
708 278995 2 CDW GOVERNMENT LLC Microsoft Surface Pro 4 Docking Station 1 $152.00 $152.00
708 278995 3 CDW GOVERNMENT LLC Microsoft Extended Hardware Service Plan extended service agreement - 4 year 1 $255.00 $255.00
708 279529 1 CDW GOVERNMENT LLC Microsoft Surface Pro 4 Core i7 256 GB SSD 16 GB RAM Windows 10 1 $1,475.00 $1,475.00
708 279529 2 CDW GOVERNMENT LLC Microsoft Surface Pro 4 Docking Station 1 $152.00 $152.00
708 279529 3 CDW GOVERNMENT LLC MS SURFACE PRO 4 TYPE COVER BLACK 1 $99.00 $99.00
708 279529 4 CDW GOVERNMENT LLC Microsoft Extended Hardware Service Plan extended service agreement - 4 year 1 $135.00 $135.00
708 279788 1 CDW GOVERNMENT LLC Apple MacBook Pro with Touch Bar - 15.4" - Core i7 - 16 GB RAM - 512 GB fla 1 $2,705.00 $2,705.00
708 279788 2 CDW GOVERNMENT LLC AppleCare Protection Plan - extended service agreement - 3 years - carry-in 1 $275.00 $275.00
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708 280245 1 CDW GOVERNMENT LLC Microsoft Surface Pro 4 Core i7 256 GB SSD 16 GB RAM Windows 10 2 $1,475.00 $2,950.00
708 280245 2 CDW GOVERNMENT LLC Microsoft Surface Pro 4 Docking Station 2 $152.00 $304.00
708 280245 3 CDW GOVERNMENT LLC MS SURFACE PRO 4 TYPE COVER BLACK 2 $99.00 $198.00
708 280245 4 CDW GOVERNMENT LLC Microsoft Extended Hardware Service Plan extended service agreement - 4 year 2 $135.00 $270.00
708 274569 1 CONFERENCE TECHNOLOGIES INC Creston HD Scaling Auto-Switcher & Extender 400 3 $725.00 $2,175.00
708 274569 2 CONFERENCE TECHNOLOGIES INC Extron Cable Cubby 202 US AC, Black 3 $215.00 $645.00
708 272975 1 EMBARKIT INC Samsung - Galaxy Tab A - 9.7" - 16GB  (Wi-Fi)- With S-Pen - Smoky Titanium 6 $346.00 $2,076.00
708 272975 2 EMBARKIT INC Otter - Galaxy Tab A (9.7) with S Pen Defender Series Case 6 $87.00 $522.00
708 273533 1 EMBARKIT INC Microsoft Surface Book 6th Generation Core i7 256 GB SSD 8 GB RAM (Bundle includes Dock) 3 $2,180.00 $6,540.00
708 274511 1 EMBARKIT INC Lenovo M700 - Tiny desktop, VESA mount and 5th year warranty included 1 $792.78 $792.78
708 274561 1 EMBARKIT INC Kingston - 8GB Module - DDR4 2133MHz - 8 GB - DDR4 SDRAM - 2133 MHz for ZBook Workstation G3 2 $48.00 $96.00
708 275673 1 EMBARKIT INC Lenovo M700 - Tiny desktop, 1 $792.78 $792.78
708 277799 1 EMBARKIT INC EVGA - GeForce GTX 1080 Graphic Card 18 $604.00 $10,872.00
708 277820 1 EMBARKIT INC EVGA - GeForce GTX 1080 Graphic Card 8 $604.00 $4,832.00
708 279072 1 EMBARKIT INC DISC PUB DVDR/CD-R 1 $2,780.00 $2,780.00
708 279202 1 EMBARKIT INC EVGA - GeForce GTX 1080 Graphic Card 5 $604.00 $3,020.00
708 279885 1 EMBARKIT INC Chief - Fusion Wall Fixed Display - 55" to 82" 3 $165.00 $495.00
708 279885 2 EMBARKIT INC LG -  65" 2160p LED-LCD TV 3 $1,710.00 $5,130.00
708 272958 1 HP INC HP ProBook 650 G2 notebook 512GB SSD,16GB, i7 1 $1,323.65 $1,323.65
708 272958 2 HP INC HP UltraSlim Dock 2013 1 $86.00 $86.00
708 273236 1 HP INC HP EliteBook Folio 1040 G3 Notebook PC w/Intel i5-6300, 256GB SSD, 8 GB Ram 4 $1,250.85 $5,003.40
708 273236 2 HP INC Next Business Day 9x5 on-site coverage, 3-years (1/1/0 upgrade) 4 $149.00 $596.00
708 273236 3 HP INC 2013 HP UltraSlim Docking Station 4 $86.00 $344.00
708 273441 1 HP INC HP EliteBook Folio 1040 G3 Notebook PC w/Intel i5-6300, 256GB SSD, 8 GB Ram 1 $1,250.85 $1,250.85
708 273441 2 HP INC Next Business Day 9x5 on-site coverage, 3-years (1/1/0 upgrade) 1 $149.00 $149.00
708 273441 3 HP INC 2013 HP UltraSlim Docking Station 1 $86.00 $86.00
708 273493 1 HP INC HP EliteBook Folio 1040 G3 Notebook PC w/Intel i5-6300, 256GB SSD, 8 GB Ram 1 $1,250.85 $1,250.85
708 273493 2 HP INC Next Business Day 9x5 on-site coverage, 3-years (1/1/0 upgrade) 1 $149.00 $149.00
708 273493 3 HP INC 2013 HP UltraSlim Docking Station 1 $86.00 $86.00
708 273628 1 HP INC HP EliteBook Folio 1040 G3 Notebook PC w/Intel i5-6300, 256GB SSD, 8 GB Ram 2 $1,250.85 $2,501.70
708 273628 2 HP INC Next Business Day 9x5 on-site coverage, 3-years (1/1/0 upgrade) 2 $149.00 $298.00
708 273628 3 HP INC 2013 HP UltraSlim Docking Station 2 $86.00 $172.00
708 273630 1 HP INC HP ProBook 650 G2 Notebook PC, 5 $902.65 $4,513.25
708 273631 1 HP INC HP ProBook 650 G2 Notebook PC, 1 $903.44 $903.44
708 273632 1 HP INC HP ProBook 650 G2 Notebook PC 1 $912.99 $912.99
708 273632 2 HP INC Docking Station 1 $86.00 $86.00
708 273633 1 HP INC HP ProBook 650 G2 Notebook PC, 5 $902.65 $4,513.25
708 273633 2 HP INC Docking Station 5 $86.00 $430.00
708 273634 1 HP INC HP ProBook 650 G2 Notebook PC  2 $902.65 $1,805.30
708 273634 2 HP INC Docking Station 2 $86.00 $172.00
708 273646 1 HP INC HP ProBook 650 G2 Notebook PC, Intel® i5-6300U, integrated 4 $913.23 $3,652.92
708 273711 1 HP INC HP EliteBook Folio 1040 G3 Notebook PC w/Intel i5-6300, 256GB SSD, 8 GB Ram 1 $1,250.85 $1,250.85
708 273711 2 HP INC Next Business Day 9x5 on-site coverage, 3-years (1/1/0 upgrade) 1 $149.00 $149.00
708 273711 3 HP INC HP UltraSlim Docking Station 2 $86.00 $172.00
708 273849 1 HP INC HP ZBook 17 G3 Mobile Workstation 1 $2,573.01 $2,573.01
708 273849 2 HP INC HP 230W Docking Station 4 $172.26 $689.04
708 273849 3 HP INC HP 90W Slim Combo w/USB Adapter 4 $117.81 $471.24
708 273849 4 HP INC HP ZBook 15 G3 Mobile Workstation 3 $2,105.58 $6,316.74
708 273849 5 HP INC HP ProBook 650 G2 notebook 512GB SSD,16GB, i7 2 $1,314.34 $2,628.68
708 273849 6 HP INC 2013 HP UltraSlim Docking Station 2 $86.00 $172.00
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708 273851 1 HP INC HP ZBook 17 G3 Mobile Workstation 2 $2,573.01 $5,146.02
708 273851 2 HP INC HP 230W Docking Station 2 $172.26 $344.52
708 273851 3 HP INC HP 90W Slim Combo w/USB Adapter 2 $117.81 $235.62
708 274028 1 HP INC HP EliteBook Folio 1040 G3 Notebook PC w/Intel i5-6300, 256GB SSD, 8 GB Ram 1 $1,250.85 $1,250.85
708 274028 2 HP INC Next Business Day 9x5 on-site coverage, 3-years (1/1/0 upgrade) 1 $149.00 $149.00
708 274028 3 HP INC HP UltraSlim Docking Station 1 $86.00 $86.00
708 274336 1 HP INC HP EliteBook Folio 1040 G3 Notebook PC w/Intel i5-6300, 256GB SSD, 8 GB Ram 1 $1,250.85 $1,250.85
708 274336 2 HP INC Next Business Day 9x5 on-site coverage, 3-years (1/1/0 upgrade) 1 $149.00 $149.00
708 274336 3 HP INC HP UltraSlim Docking Station 1 $86.00 $86.00
708 274490 1 HP INC HP ProBook 650 G2 Notebook PC, 14 $924.60 $12,944.40
708 274490 2 HP INC HP EliteBook Folio 1040 G3 Notebook PC w/Intel i5-6300, 256GB SSD, 8 GB Ram 2 $1,250.85 $2,501.70
708 274490 3 HP INC 2013 HP UltraSlim Docking Station 2 $86.00 $172.00
708 274490 4 HP INC Next Business Day 9x5 on-site coverage, 3-years (1/1/0 upgrade) 2 $149.00 $298.00
708 274648 2 HP INC Slim Docking Station 3 $86.00 $258.00
708 274878 1 HP INC HP EliteBook Folio 1040 G3 Notebook PC w/Intel i5-6300, 256GB SSD, 8 GB Ram 1 $1,250.85 $1,250.85
708 274878 2 HP INC Next Business Day 9x5 on-site coverage, 3-years (1/1/0 upgrade) 1 $149.00 $149.00
708 274878 3 HP INC HP UltraSlim Docking Station 1 $86.00 $86.00
708 275251 1 HP INC HP ZBook 200W Thunderbolt 3 Dock 6 $252.01 $1,512.06
708 275484 2 HP INC HP UltraSlim Docking Station 3 $86.00 $258.00
708 275599 1 HP INC HP EliteBook Folio 1040 G3 Notebook PC w/Intel i5-6300, 256GB SSD, 8 GB Ram 1 $1,252.53 $1,252.53
708 275599 2 HP INC Next Business Day 9x5 on-site coverage, 3-years (1/1/0 upgrade) 1 $149.00 $149.00
708 275599 3 HP INC HP UltraSlim Docking Station 1 $86.00 $86.00
708 275710 1 HP INC HP ProBook 650 G2 Notebook PC,  77 $903.44 $69,564.88
708 275710 2 HP INC HP UltraSlim Docking Station 41 $86.00 $3,526.00
708 275710 3 HP INC HP EliteDisplay E222 Monitor 2 $155.00 $310.00
708 275824 1 HP INC HP EliteBook Folio 1040 G3 Notebook PC w/Intel i5-6300, 256GB SSD, 8 GB Ram 1 $1,250.85 $1,250.85
708 275824 2 HP INC Next Business Day 9x5 on-site coverage, 3-years (1/1/0 upgrade) 1 $149.00 $149.00
708 275824 3 HP INC HP UltraSlim Docking Station 1 $86.00 $86.00
708 275982 1 HP INC HP EliteBook Folio 1040 G3 Notebook PC w/Intel i5-6300, 256GB SSD, 8 GB Ram 1 $1,222.28 $1,222.28
708 275982 2 HP INC Next Business Day 9x5 on-site coverage, 3-years (1/1/0 upgrade) 1 $149.00 $149.00
708 275982 3 HP INC HP UltraSlim Docking Station 1 $86.00 $86.00
708 276574 1 HP INC HP EliteBook Folio 1040 G3 Notebook PC w/Intel i5-6300, 256GB SSD, 8 GB Ram 1 $1,250.85 $1,250.85
708 276574 2 HP INC Next Business Day 9x5 on-site coverage, 3-years (1/1/0 upgrade) 1 $149.00 $149.00
708 276574 3 HP INC HP UltraSlim Docking Station 1 $86.00 $86.00
708 276848 1 HP INC HP ProBook 650 G2 notebook 512GB SSD,16GB, i7 1 $1,323.65 $1,323.65
708 276848 2 HP INC 2013 HP UltraSlim Docking Station 1 $86.00 $86.00
708 276850 1 HP INC HP EliteBook Folio 1040 G3 Notebook PC w/Intel i5-6300, 256GB SSD, 8 GB Ram 1 $1,250.85 $1,250.85
708 276850 2 HP INC Next Business Day 9x5 on-site coverage, 3-years (1/1/0 upgrade) 1 $149.00 $149.00
708 276850 3 HP INC HP UltraSlim Docking Station 1 $86.00 $86.00
708 277083 1 HP INC HP EliteBook Folio 1040 G3 Notebook PC w/Intel i5-6300, 256GB SSD, 8 GB Ram 1 $1,250.85 $1,250.85
708 277083 2 HP INC Next Business Day 9x5 on-site coverage, 3-years (1/1/0 upgrade) 1 $149.00 $149.00
708 277083 3 HP INC HP UltraSlim Docking Station 1 $86.00 $86.00
708 277173 1 HP INC HP EliteBook Folio 1040 G3 Notebook PC w/Intel i5-6300, 256GB SSD, 8 GB Ram 1 $1,252.22 $1,252.22
708 277173 2 HP INC Next Business Day 9x5 on-site coverage, 3-years (1/1/0 upgrade) 1 $149.00 $149.00
708 277173 3 HP INC HP UltraSlim Docking Station 1 $86.00 $86.00
708 277656 1 HP INC HP EliteBook Folio 1040 G3 Notebook PC w/Intel i5-6300, 256GB SSD, 8 GB Ram 6 $1,252.22 $7,513.32
708 277656 2 HP INC Next Business Day 9x5 on-site coverage, 3-years (1/1/0 upgrade) 6 $149.00 $894.00
708 277656 3 HP INC HP UltraSlim Docking Station 6 $86.00 $516.00
708 277789 1 HP INC HP Z640 Microsoft® Windows® Workstation 18 $2,068.82 $37,238.76
708 277789 2 HP INC Warranty HP CPe 4Y NxtDay IA32 wrkstn CPU only 18 $40.00 $720.00
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708 277789 3 HP INC HP EliteBook Folio 1040 G3 Notebook PC w/Intel i5-6300, 256GB SSD, 8 GB Ram 2 $1,252.22 $2,504.44
708 277789 4 HP INC Next Business Day 9x5 on-site coverage, 3-years (1/1/0 upgrade) 2 $149.00 $298.00
708 277789 5 HP INC HP UltraSlim Docking Station 2 $86.00 $172.00
708 277789 6 HP INC HP ZBook 15 G4 Mobile Workstation 1 $1,751.31 $1,751.31
708 277789 7 HP INC HP UltraSlim Docking Station 1 $157.41 $157.41
708 277816 1 HP INC HP Z640 Microsoft Windows Workstation, 512GB SSD, 16GB Ram 2 $2,255.12 $4,510.24
708 277816 2 HP INC HP Z840 Workstation 3 $6,737.24 $20,211.72
708 277816 3 HP INC HP Z640 Microsoft® Windows® Workstation 3 $2,068.82 $6,206.46
708 277816 5 HP INC HP 4y NextBusDay Onsite WS Only HW Supp U7942E 8 $30.00 $240.00
708 279179 1 HP INC HP ProDesk 600 G2 Desktop Mini - AutoTest Configurable -  260 $683.48 $177,704.80
708 279200 1 HP INC HP Z640 Microsoft® Windows® Workstation 5 $2,068.82 $10,344.10
708 279200 2 HP INC Warranty HP CPe 4Y NxtDay IA32 wrkstn CPU only 5 $40.00 $200.00
708 279548 1 HP INC ProDesktop 600 G3 DM, 7700T 7Gen Core i7-4C, 256GB HDD SATA Solid State, 8GB 7 $899.81 $6,298.67
708 279759 1 HP INC HP EliteBook Folio 1040 G3 Notebook PC w/Intel i5-6300, 256GB SSD, 8 GB Ram 2 $1,106.75 $2,213.50
708 279759 2 HP INC Next Business Day 9x5 on-site coverage, 3-years (1/1/0 upgrade) 2 $87.00 $174.00
708 279759 3 HP INC HP UltraSlim Docking Station 1 $86.00 $86.00
708 279828 1 HP INC HP ProBook 650 G3 notebook 512GB SSD,16GB, i7 20 $1,315.00 $26,300.00
708 279828 2 HP INC HP UltraSlim Docking Station 20 $86.00 $1,720.00
708 279926 1 HP INC HP ProBook 650 G2 Notebook PC, i5-7200, 8GB, 256GB SSD 10 $789.68 $7,896.80
708 279926 2 HP INC HP UltraSlim Docking Station 10 $86.00 $860.00
708 279926 3 HP INC HP UltraSlim Docking Station 4 $86.00 $344.00
708 280182 1 HP INC HP EliteBook Folio 1040 G3 Notebook PC w/Intel i5-6300, 256GB SSD, 8 GB Ram 1 $1,139.85 $1,139.85
708 280182 2 HP INC Next Business Day 9x5 on-site coverage, 3-years (1/1/0 upgrade) 1 $87.00 $87.00
708 280182 3 HP INC HP UltraSlim Docking Station 1 $86.00 $86.00
708 280543 1 HP INC HP UltraSlim Docking Station 2 $86.00 $172.00
708 277895 1 INSIGHT PUBLIC SECTOR INC Microsoft Surface Book 13.5" Core i7-6600U 512 GB SSD 16 GB 1 $2,443.00 $2,443.00
708 277895 2 INSIGHT PUBLIC SECTOR INC Microsoft Extended Hardware Service Plan extended service 1 $129.63 $129.63
708 277895 3 INSIGHT PUBLIC SECTOR INC Microsoft Surface Pro 4 Docking Station 1 $155.38 $155.38
708 279733 1 INSIGHT PUBLIC SECTOR INC SURFACE HUB 84" WITH KEYBOARD, 2 STYLUS, CLEANING CLOTH, POWER CORD STATE OF IOWA ADDENDUM TO US COMMUNITIES(# 4400006644)1 $19,9 2.88 $19,942.88
708 279733 2 INSIGHT PUBLIC SECTOR INC SURFACE HUB 55" WITH KEYBOARD, 2 STYLUS, CLEANING CLOTH, POWER CORD 2 $8,347.63 $16,695.26
708 279733 3 INSIGHT PUBLIC SECTOR INC Microsoft Floor Support Mount for 55" Surface 2 $1,003.03 $2,006.06
708 279733 4 INSIGHT PUBLIC SECTOR INC Microsoft Floor Support Mount for 84" Surface 1 $1,314.00 $1,314.00
708 279733 5 INSIGHT PUBLIC SECTOR INC INSTALL 84 INCH SURFACE HUB 1 $744.28 $744.28
708 279733 6 INSIGHT PUBLIC SECTOR INC INSTALL 55 INCH SURFACE HUB 2 $398.73 $797.46
708 279733 7 INSIGHT PUBLIC SECTOR INC SURFACE HUB 8 HOUR ONSITE INTEGRATION. STATE OF IOWA ADDENDUM TO US COMMUNITIES(# 4400006644) 1 $3,289.47 $3,289.47
708 279733 8 INSIGHT PUBLIC SECTOR INC SURFACE HUB SITE SURVEY 1 $207.34 $207.34
708 279733 9 INSIGHT PUBLIC SECTOR INC Microsoft Complete for business - extended service agreement - 3 years - 55" 2 $1,563.19 $3,126.38
708 279733 10 INSIGHT PUBLIC SECTOR INC Microsoft Complete for business - extended service agreement - 3 years 84" 1 $3,348.99 $3,348.99
708 277907 1 PCM Vinpower USBShark 31 Target USB Duplicator Tower 1 $2,390.03 $2,390.03
708 272976 1 VERIZON WIRELESS (PO'S ONLY) iPad Air 2 Wi-Fi + Cellular for Verizon 64GB  1 $699.00 $699.00
708 272976 2 VERIZON WIRELESS (PO'S ONLY) Apple Lightning to VGA Adapter 1 $51.94 $51.94
708 273412 1 VERIZON WIRELESS (PO'S ONLY) iPad Air 2 Wi-Fi + Cellular for Verizon 64GB  ***Verizon special pricing, $250.00 off 4 $479.99 $1,919.96
708 273444 1 VERIZON WIRELESS (PO'S ONLY) 12.9-inch iPad Pro Wi-Fi + Cellular 128GB - Space Gray 1 $829.99 $829.99
708 273444 2 VERIZON WIRELESS (PO'S ONLY) Smart Keyboard for Ipad PRO  1 $169.97 $169.97
708 274001 1 VERIZON WIRELESS (PO'S ONLY) iPad Air 2 Wi-Fi + Cellular for Verizon 64GB  1 $379.99 $379.99
708 274041 1 VERIZON WIRELESS (PO'S ONLY) iPad Air 2 Wi-Fi + Cellular for Verizon 64GB 45 $379.99 $17,099.55
708 275617 1 VERIZON WIRELESS (PO'S ONLY) 12.9-inch iPad Pro Wi-Fi + Cellular 128GB - Space Gray 1 $929.99 $929.99
708 275617 2 VERIZON WIRELESS (PO'S ONLY) Smart Keyboard for Ipad PRO  1 $169.97 $169.97
708 275664 1 VERIZON WIRELESS (PO'S ONLY) iPad Air 2 Wi-Fi + Cellular for Verizon 128GB  3 $429.99 $1,289.97
708 275965 1 VERIZON WIRELESS (PO'S ONLY) iPad Pro 9.7-inch (128GB, Wi-Fi, Space Gray) 1 $629.99 $629.99
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708 275965 2 VERIZON WIRELESS (PO'S ONLY) Clamcase+ for iPad Pro 9.7, Incipio ClamCase+ Backlit Bluetooth Keyboard for iPad Pro 9.7 - Space Gray 1 $129.99 $129.99
708 275997 1 VERIZON WIRELESS (PO'S ONLY) iPad Air 2 Wi-Fi + Cellular for Verizon 128GB Wi-Fi (802.11a/b/g/n) 1 $429.99 $429.99
708 278081 1 VERIZON WIRELESS (PO'S ONLY) iPad Air 2 Wi-Fi + Cellular for Verizon 128GB  11 $529.99 $5,829.89
708 279541 1 VERIZON WIRELESS (PO'S ONLY) Apple iPad Wi-Fi + Cellular for Verizon 128GB  18 $459.99 $8,279.82
708 279941 1 VERIZON WIRELESS (PO'S ONLY) Apple iPad Wi-Fi + Cellular for Verizon 128GB  19 $359.99 $6,839.81
708 280183 1 VERIZON WIRELESS (PO'S ONLY) Apple iPad Wi-Fi + Cellular for Verizon 128GB  10 $359.99 $3,599.90
708 280243 1 VERIZON WIRELESS (PO'S ONLY) Apple iPad Wi-Fi + Cellular for Verizon 128GB  43 $359.99 $15,479.57
708 280243 2 VERIZON WIRELESS (PO'S ONLY) Rugged Case for Apple iPad from Verizon Website https://www.verizonwireless.com/tablets/ipad/ 38 $39.99 $1,519.62
708 280426 1 VERIZON WIRELESS (PO'S ONLY) Apple iPad Wi-Fi + Cellular for Verizon 128GB  24 $359.99 $8,639.76
708 274292 1 VISA CHARGE ACCOUNT SOJITEK Apple iPad Air Premium Anti-Glare Anti-fingerprint Matte Screen Protector [10-Pack] - Lifetime Replacements Warranty + Retail Packaging     Amazon pricing5 $17.28 $86.40
708 274292 2 VISA CHARGE ACCOUNT Mini Display port to VGA Display Adapter 3 $10.99 $32.97
708 274292 3 VISA CHARGE ACCOUNT Kroo Microsoft Surface Pro 4 12.3-inch Case | Black Tablet/Laptop Sleeve with Shoulder Strap 2 $18.99 $37.98
708 274292 4 VISA CHARGE ACCOUNT Microsoft Arc Touch Bluetooth Mouse for PC, Microsoft Surface, and Windows Tablets 2 $47.13 $94.26
708 274292 6 VISA CHARGE ACCOUNT Mini DisplayPort to DisplayPort 6' (amazon) Cable Matters or its equivalent 2 $9.99 $19.98
708 274292 7 VISA CHARGE ACCOUNT Case Logic 14.1 Laptop/MacBook Air / Pro Retina Display and iPad Slim Case (Black) 1 $18.28 $18.28
708 274503 1 VISA CHARGE ACCOUNT Displayport DP Male To VGA Female Adapter Cable Converter  2 $6.25 $12.50
708 274503 2 VISA CHARGE ACCOUNT BRINCH® 13.3 Inch Oxford Fabric Lightweight Laptop Shoulder Case Messenger Bag For 13 - 13.3 Inch Laptop / Notebook / MacBook / Chromebook Computers with Shoulder Strap Handle and Pockets (Black)  - Pricing from Amazon47 $27.99 $1,315.53
708 274880 1 VISA CHARGE ACCOUNT Mini Display port to VGA Display Adapter 1 $10.99 $10.99
708 274880 2 VISA CHARGE ACCOUNT Case Logic 14.1 Laptop/MacBook Air / Pro Retina Display and iPad Slim Case (Black) 1 $17.67 $17.67
708 274880 3 VISA CHARGE ACCOUNT Mini DisplayPort to DisplayPort 6' (amazon) Cable Matters or its equivalent 1 $9.95 $9.95
708 274880 4 VISA CHARGE ACCOUNT Case Logic 14.1 Laptop/MacBook Air / Pro Retina Display and iPad Slim Case (Black) 1 $17.67 $17.67
708 274880 5 VISA CHARGE ACCOUNT Logitech Wireless Combo Mk520 With Keyboard and Mouse 1 $28.44 $28.44
708 274880 6 VISA CHARGE ACCOUNT HDMI to VGA Adapter 1 $8.69 $8.69
708 274880 7 VISA CHARGE ACCOUNT USB 3.0 to Gigabit Ethernet NIC Network Adapter - 10/100/1000 Network Adapter - USB to Ethernet LAN Adapter - USB to RJ45 1 $16.99 $16.99
708 275825 1 VISA CHARGE ACCOUNT Case Logic 14.1 Laptop/MacBook Air / Pro Retina Display and iPad Slim Case (Black) 1 $17.67 $17.67
708 275825 2 VISA CHARGE ACCOUNT HDMI to VGA Adapter 1 $9.99 $9.99
708 275825 3 VISA CHARGE ACCOUNT USB 3.0 to Gigabit Ethernet NIC Network Adapter - 10/100/1000 Network Adapter - USB to Ethernet LAN Adapter - USB to RJ45 1 $15.99 $15.99
708 275825 4 VISA CHARGE ACCOUNT DisplayPort to DVI Cable, 6 Feet 2 $8.50 $17.00
708 276575 1 VISA CHARGE ACCOUNT Mini Display port to VGA Display Adapter 3 $10.99 $32.97
708 276575 2 VISA CHARGE ACCOUNT Case Logic 14.1 Laptop/MacBook Air / Pro Retina Display and iPad Slim Case (Black) 2 $16.58 $33.16
708 276575 3 VISA CHARGE ACCOUNT Dual Port USB Car Charger for iPad 3.1 amps 1 $8.99 $8.99
708 276575 4 VISA CHARGE ACCOUNT HDMI to VGA Adapter 1 $9.99 $9.99
708 276575 5 VISA CHARGE ACCOUNT USB 3.0 to Gigabit Ethernet NIC Network Adapter - 10/100/1000 Network Adapter - USB to Ethernet LAN Adapter - USB to RJ45 1 $15.99 $15.99
708 276663 1 VISA CHARGE ACCOUNT Dual Port USB Car Charger for iPad 3.1 amps 3 $8.99 $26.97
708 276663 2 VISA CHARGE ACCOUNT Otter Box Defender Case For Ipad Air 2 (Black) 3 $43.61 $130.83
708 276663 3 VISA CHARGE ACCOUNT SOJITEK Apple iPad Air Premium Anti-Glare Anti-fingerprint Matte Screen Protector [10-Pack] - Lifetime Replacements Warranty + Retail Packaging     Amazon pricing1 $17.28 $17.28
708 279007 1 VISA CHARGE ACCOUNT Microsoft Surface Book Messenger Bag, Evecase Ultra Portable Neoprene Messenger Briefcase Shoulder Tote Bag with Handle and Accessory Pocket - Black Amazon pricing1 $20.99 $20.99
708 279007 2 VISA CHARGE ACCOUNT Mini Display port to VGA Display Adapter 1 $9.99 $9.99
708 279007 3 VISA CHARGE ACCOUNT USB 3.0 to Gigabit Ethernet NIC Network Adapter - 10/100/1000 Network Adapter - USB to Ethernet LAN Adapter - USB to RJ45 1 $14.99 $14.99
708 279571 1 VISA CHARGE ACCOUNT Microsoft Surface Book Messenger Bag, Evecase Ultra Portable Neoprene Messenger Briefcase Shoulder Tote Bag with Handle and Accessory Pocket - Black Amazon pricing1 $20.99 $20.99
708 279571 2 VISA CHARGE ACCOUNT Mini DisplayPort to DisplayPort 6' (amazon) Cable Matters or its equivalent 2 $9.99 $19.98
708 279571 3 VISA CHARGE ACCOUNT USB 3.0 to Gigabit Ethernet NIC Network Adapter - 10/100/1000 Network Adapter - USB to Ethernet LAN Adapter - USB to RJ45 1 $14.99 $14.99
708 279571 4 VISA CHARGE ACCOUNT Apple iPad approved Stylus 9 $14.99 $134.91
708 279571 5 VISA CHARGE ACCOUNT Dual Port USB Car Charger for iPad 3.1 amps 18 $8.27 $148.86
708 279571 6 VISA CHARGE ACCOUNT Messenger Bag for 9.7-Inch Tablet, Apple iPad (no larger than 13") 18 $19.99 $359.82
708 279571 7 VISA CHARGE ACCOUNT Apple iPad - Anti-Glare & Matte Screen Protector 2 $16.28 $32.56
708 279571 8 VISA CHARGE ACCOUNT Laptop Power Adapters - New Replacement Slim HP ProBook 650 30 $24.90 $747.00
708 279896 1 VISA CHARGE ACCOUNT USB 3.0 to Gigabit Ethernet NIC Network Adapter - 10/100/1000 Network Adapter - USB to Ethernet LAN Adapter - USB to RJ45 2 $14.99 $29.98
708 279896 2 VISA CHARGE ACCOUNT Case Logic 14.1 Laptop/MacBook Air / Pro Retina Display and iPad Slim Case (Black) 1 $16.90 $16.90
708 279896 3 VISA CHARGE ACCOUNT HDMI to VGA Adapter 1 $9.99 $9.99
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708 279896 4 VISA CHARGE ACCOUNT Magic Mouse 2  1 $76.50 $76.50
708 279896 5 VISA CHARGE ACCOUNT USB-C to DB9 Serial Adapter Cable, 5' USB 2.0 Type C to RS-232 (M/M), 5ft (U209-005-C) 1 $15.59 $15.59
708 279896 6 VISA CHARGE ACCOUNT USB-C to Gigabit Ethernet Adapter 1 $26.49 $26.49
708 279896 7 VISA CHARGE ACCOUNT USB-C VGA Multiport Adapter 1 $69.99 $69.99
708 279896 8 VISA CHARGE ACCOUNT SWISSGEAR 6758 ScanSmart™ Laptop Backpack 20 $56.98 $1,139.60
708 279896 9 VISA CHARGE ACCOUNT Logitech Group Conference Webcam for Big Meeting Rooms, 1080p Camera and Speakerphone 3 $899.99 $2,699.97
708 279896 10 VISA CHARGE ACCOUNT Analog Polycom   5 $230.63 $1,153.14
708 279896 11 VISA CHARGE ACCOUNT Logitech Group Conference Webcam 10m Extender Cable   https://www.amazon.com/dp/B01MR118VN/ref=twister_B01COOTK6Y?_encoding=UTF8&th=1 3 $94.39 $283.17
708 279943 1 VISA CHARGE ACCOUNT Apple iPad approved Stylus 10 $14.99 $149.90
708 279943 2 VISA CHARGE ACCOUNT Dual Port USB Car Charger for iPad 3.1 amps 19 $6.99 $132.81
708 279943 3 VISA CHARGE ACCOUNT Messenger Bag for 9.7-Inch Tablet, Apple iPad (no larger than 13") 19 $19.95 $379.05
708 279943 4 VISA CHARGE ACCOUNT Apple iPad - Anti-Glare & Matte Screen Protector 2 $16.28 $32.56
709 271871 1 ACTIVU CORPORATION Display Devices 1 $6,895.04 $6,895.04
709 271871 2 ACTIVU CORPORATION Processing and Control Systems 1 $18,686.04 $18,686.04
709 271871 4 ACTIVU CORPORATION GSA Engineering, Survey, Installation and Labor 1 $38,666.00 $38,666.00
709 271871 5 ACTIVU CORPORATION Additional Support 1 $7,146.15 $7,146.15
709 271871 6 ACTIVU CORPORATION GSA Travel and Expenses 1 $6,370.00 $6,370.00
709 271871 7 ACTIVU CORPORATION Audio System 1 $2,350.66 $2,350.66
709 271871 8 ACTIVU CORPORATION Cables, Racks and Power 1 $4,621.61 $4,621.61
709 278646 1 AVI SYSTEMS Cardioid Condenser Microphone 6 $217.07 $1,302.42
709 278646 2 AVI SYSTEMS Microphone Desk Stand System 3 $1,172.56 $3,517.68
709 278646 3 AVI SYSTEMS SoundStructure C8 - Eight-channel AEC / Noise canceller / Feedback reduction w/Auto Mic Mixing and M 1 $3,767.56 $3,767.56
709 278646 6 AVI SYSTEMS Project Management 1 $918.36 $918.36
709 278646 7 AVI SYSTEMS Programming 1 $281.66 $281.66
709 278646 8 AVI SYSTEMS On Site Integration 1 $739.98 $739.98
709 278646 9 AVI SYSTEMS Integrations Cables & Connectors 1 $333.33 $333.33
709 278646 10 AVI SYSTEMS Testing & Acceptance 1 $841.68 $841.68
709 278646 11 AVI SYSTEMS Travel 1 $528.32 $528.32
709 275865 1 L-3 COMMUNICATIONS MOBILE-VISION INC Dell Power Edge Intel E5-2609-V3. Dual Quad Core Rack, with storage, monitor, keyboard, mouse, 4 Ethernet Ports, USB Card reader, Dell Power Connect 2808, and 2 Ethernet patch cables. 10TB Storage1 $8,221.50 $8,221.50
709 275865 2 L-3 COMMUNICATIONS MOBILE-VISION INC On site professional services 1 $2,125.00 $2,125.00
709 275865 3 L-3 COMMUNICATIONS MOBILE-VISION INC OS/DES SWR Installation on EOL Servers & Data Migration - Included at no charge 1 $0.01 $0.01
709 275865 4 L-3 COMMUNICATIONS MOBILE-VISION INC 4 year hardware warranty direct service 4 $4,303.00 $17,212.00
709 275128 1 POMEROY COMPUTER RESOURCES Data Domain ValuePak  1 $235,555.69 $235,555.69
709 275128 2 POMEROY COMPUTER RESOURCES Premium system and software support (DD) 36 months 1 $75,707.96 $75,707.96
709 275128 3 POMEROY COMPUTER RESOURCES Avamar G4S M1200 Storage Node 1 $27,565.90 $27,565.90
709 275128 4 POMEROY COMPUTER RESOURCES Premium system and software support (Avamar) 36 months 1 $5,245.45 $5,245.45
709 275128 5 POMEROY COMPUTER RESOURCES Data Domain ValuePak 1 $234,534.09 $234,534.09
709 275128 6 POMEROY COMPUTER RESOURCES Premium system and software support (DD) 36 months 1 $72,146.61 $72,146.61
709 275128 7 POMEROY COMPUTER RESOURCES Avamar G4S M1200 Storage Node 1 $27,546.59 $27,546.59
709 275128 8 POMEROY COMPUTER RESOURCES Premium system and software support (Avamar) 36 months 1 $5,242.03 $5,242.03
709 275128 9 POMEROY COMPUTER RESOURCES EMC Data Protection Suite for backup 36 months 1 $326,236.36 $326,236.36
709 275130 1 POMEROY COMPUTER RESOURCES Isilon X410-105T+1.6T SSD/128G/2X10GE 2X1GE 1 $197,644.49 $197,644.49
709 275130 2 POMEROY COMPUTER RESOURCES Premium hardware and software support  60 months 1 $108,803.23 $108,803.23
709 275130 3 POMEROY COMPUTER RESOURCES Isilon X410-105T+1.6T SSD/128G/2X10GE 2X1GE 1 $197,702.57 $197,702.57
709 275130 4 POMEROY COMPUTER RESOURCES Premium hardware and software support  60 months 1 $108,803.23 $108,803.23
709 279413 1 POMEROY COMPUTER RESOURCES Cisco Hyperconverged System 1 $0.00 $0.00
709 279413 2 POMEROY COMPUTER RESOURCES UCS 6248UP 1RU Fabric Int/No PSU/32 UP/ 12p LIC 2 $6,902.04 $13,804.08
709 279413 3 POMEROY COMPUTER RESOURCES UCS 6248UP Chassis Accessory Kit 2 $0.00 $0.00
709 279413 4 POMEROY COMPUTER RESOURCES UCS 6248 Layer 2 Daughter Card 2 $0.00 $0.00
709 279413 5 POMEROY COMPUTER RESOURCES UCS 6248UP Fan Module 4 $0.00 $0.00
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709 279413 6 POMEROY COMPUTER RESOURCES UCS 6248UP Power Supply/100-240VAC 4 $305.14 $1,220.56
709 279413 7 POMEROY COMPUTER RESOURCES SNTC 24X7X4OS Cisco HX240c M4 Hyperflex System Plus 1 Yr Sub 3 $5,769.91 $17,309.73
709 279413 8 POMEROY COMPUTER RESOURCES SNTC 24X7X4OS, UCS 6248UP 1RU Fabric Int No PSU 32 UP 12p LI 2 $3,530.89 $7,061.78
709 279413 9 POMEROY COMPUTER RESOURCES UCS Manager v3.1 for HyperFlex 2 $0.00 $0.00
709 279413 10 POMEROY COMPUTER RESOURCES UCS 6200 Series Expansion Module Blank 2 $0.00 $0.00
709 279413 11 POMEROY COMPUTER RESOURCES Power Cord Jumper, C13-C14 Connectors, 2 Meter Length 4 $0.00 $0.00
709 279413 12 POMEROY COMPUTER RESOURCES Cisco HX240c M4 Hyperflex System Plus 1 Yr Sub 3 $861.68 $2,585.04
709 279413 13 POMEROY COMPUTER RESOURCES 2.60 GHz E5-2690 v4/135W 14C/35MB Cache/DDR4 2400MHz 6 $1,431.95 $8,591.70
709 279413 14 POMEROY COMPUTER RESOURCES 32GB DDR4-2400-MHz RDIMM/PC4-19200/dual rank/x4/1.2v 48 $273.49 $13,127.52
709 279413 15 POMEROY COMPUTER RESOURCES 1.2 TB 12G SAS 10K RPM SFF HDD 45 $314.91 $14,170.95
709 279413 16 POMEROY COMPUTER RESOURCES Ball Bearing Rail Kit for C220 M4 and C240 M4 rack servers 3 $47.95 $143.85
709 279413 17 POMEROY COMPUTER RESOURCES 120 GB 2.5 inch Enterprise Value 6G SATA SSD (boot) 3 $97.92 $293.76
709 279413 18 POMEROY COMPUTER RESOURCES 1.6TB 2.5 inch Ent. Performance 6GSATA SSD(3X endurance) 3 $1,358.84 $4,076.52
709 279413 19 POMEROY COMPUTER RESOURCES Cisco UCS VIC1227 VIC MLOM - Dual Port 10Gb SFP+ 3 $323.32 $969.96
709 279413 20 POMEROY COMPUTER RESOURCES 1200W / 800W V2 AC Power Supply for 2U C-Series Servers 6 $163.25 $979.50
709 279413 21 POMEROY COMPUTER RESOURCES Power Cord Jumper, C13-C14 Connectors, 2 Meter Length 6 $0.00 $0.00
709 279413 22 POMEROY COMPUTER RESOURCES 64GB SD Card for UCS Servers 6 $78.51 $471.06
709 279413 23 POMEROY COMPUTER RESOURCES Right PCI Riser Bd (Riser 1) 2onbd SATA bootdrvs+ 2PCI slts 3 $32.26 $96.78
709 279413 24 POMEROY COMPUTER RESOURCES HX240C M4 Security Bezel 3 $0.00 $0.00
709 279413 25 POMEROY COMPUTER RESOURCES UCS 2.5 inch HDD blanking panel 24 $0.00 $0.00
709 279413 26 POMEROY COMPUTER RESOURCES Cisco M4 - v4 CPU asset tab ID label (Auto-Expand) 3 $0.00 $0.00
709 279413 27 POMEROY COMPUTER RESOURCES Heat sink for UCS C240 M4 rack servers 6 $0.00 $0.00
709 279413 28 POMEROY COMPUTER RESOURCES Cisco 12Gbps Modular (non-RAID) SAS HBA 3 $141.49 $424.47
709 279413 29 POMEROY COMPUTER RESOURCES Factory Installed - VMware vSphere6 Fnd SW+Lic (2 CPU) 3 $0.00 $0.00
709 279413 30 POMEROY COMPUTER RESOURCES Factory Installed - VMware vSphere6 Fnd SW Download 3 $0.00 $0.00
709 279413 31 POMEROY COMPUTER RESOURCES Cisco HyperFlex HX Data Platform SW 5 Yr Subscription v2.0 3 $0.00 $0.00
709 279413 32 POMEROY COMPUTER RESOURCES Cisco HyperFlex HX Data Platform SW Subscription 5 Yr v2.0 3 $8,593.90 $25,781.70
709 279413 33 POMEROY COMPUTER RESOURCES Installation Services 1 $7,460.00 $7,460.00
709 276689 1 SIRIUS COMPUTER SOLUTIONS INC UCS SP Select 5108 AC2 Chassis w/2208 IO, 4x SFP cable 3m 1 $6,439.80 $6,439.80
709 276689 2 SIRIUS COMPUTER SOLUTIONS INC SMARTNET 24X7X4 UCS SP Select 5108 AC2 Chassis w/2208 IO 4x 60 Months 1 $1,017.90 $1,017.90
709 276689 3 SIRIUS COMPUTER SOLUTIONS INC UCS SPSelect B200M4 Std1 w/2xE52630v4,8x16GB,VIC1340 3 $4,857.30 $14,571.90
709 276689 4 SIRIUS COMPUTER SOLUTIONS INC SNTC 24X7X4, (Not sold standalone)B200M4 Std1 w/2xE52630v4,8 60 Months 3 $1,439.10 $4,317.30
709 276689 5 SIRIUS COMPUTER SOLUTIONS INC UCS B200 M4 w/o CPU, mem, drive bays, HDD, mezz 5 $11,666.76 $58,333.80
709 276689 6 SIRIUS COMPUTER SOLUTIONS INC SNTC-24X7X4UCS B200 M4 w/o CPU,m,dr b, HDD,m(UPG) 60 Months 5 $1,443.00 $7,215.00
710 274865 1 CDW GOVERNMENT LLC Cradlepoint ARC CBA850 - router - WWAN - desktop, DIN rail mountable, wall- 7 $510.00 $3,570.00
710 276046 1 CDW GOVERNMENT LLC Cradlepoint ARC CBA850 - router - WWAN - desktop, DIN rail 10 $510.00 $5,100.00
710 280178 2 ENTERPRISE CONSULTING GROUP Smart-1 3050 Next Generation Security Management Appliance with Policy, Log and Event Security Mgmt with Smart Event and Compliance 1 Year2 $22,816.00 $45,632.00
710 272956 1 HEARTLAND BUSINESS SYSTEMS LLC Cisco 10GBASE-SR SFP+ Module for MMF - For Data Networking, 38 $221.00 $8,398.00
710 272956 2 HEARTLAND BUSINESS SYSTEMS LLC Cisco 10GBASE-SR SFP+ Module for MMF - For Data Networking, 38 $0.01 $0.38
710 272956 3 HEARTLAND BUSINESS SYSTEMS LLC Cisco 10GBase-ER SFP+ Transceiver Module for SMF, 1550-nm, 4 $0.01 $0.04
710 275983 1 HEARTLAND BUSINESS SYSTEMS LLC Nexus 7700 F3-Series 48 Port 1/10GbE (SFP/SFP+) 2 $14,960.00 $29,920.00
710 277713 1 HEARTLAND BUSINESS SYSTEMS LLC Meraki MS225-48FP L2 Cloud Managed 48 Port GigE 740W PoE Switch 51 $3,530.10 $180,035.10
710 277713 2 HEARTLAND BUSINESS SYSTEMS LLC Meraki MS225-24P L2 Cloud Managed 24 Port GigE 370W PoE Switch 26 $1,822.50 $47,385.00
710 277713 3 HEARTLAND BUSINESS SYSTEMS LLC Meraki MX65 Cloud Managed Security Appliance 6 $534.70 $3,208.20
710 277713 4 HEARTLAND BUSINESS SYSTEMS LLC Meraki 40GbE QSFP Cable, 0.5 Meter 20 $46.00 $920.00
710 277713 5 HEARTLAND BUSINESS SYSTEMS LLC Meraki MS225-48FP Enterprise License 5YR (First Year On Us) 51 $686.10 $34,991.10
710 277713 6 HEARTLAND BUSINESS SYSTEMS LLC Meraki MX65 Adv Security License 5YR (First Year On Us) 6 $760.50 $4,563.00
710 277713 7 HEARTLAND BUSINESS SYSTEMS LLC Meraki MS225-24P Enterprise License 5YR (First Year On Us) 26 $287.20 $7,467.20
710 279787 1 HEARTLAND BUSINESS SYSTEMS LLC ASA 5525-X with FirePower Services 2 $4,647.50 $9,295.00
710 279787 3 HEARTLAND BUSINESS SYSTEMS LLC ASA 5512-X Rail Kit 2 $250.00 $500.00
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710 275311 1 MANAGEMENT COMMUNICATION SERVICE Dual optical GigaTAP module, 50/50 Multimode, 850nm, 50/125 micron fiber, 4 $985.50 $3,942.00
710 275311 2 MANAGEMENT COMMUNICATION SERVICE 20 pack of 10Gb SFP+, Multimode 850 nm SR 1 $6,995.00 $6,995.00
710 280252 1 MANAGEMENT COMMUNICATION SERVICES LLC 1/2 U chassis, supports 1,2,3,or 4 Dual Optical G-TAP Modules, stand alone chassis, 1/10G 2 $259.60 $519.20
710 280252 3 MANAGEMENT COMMUNICATION SERVICES LLC Upgrade option to enable all GigaVUE-TA1 ports (48 10G + 4 40G) (Serviceable) (S/N: 907D5) 1 $13,195.60 $13,195.60
710 280252 4 MANAGEMENT COMMUNICATION SERVICES LLC 20 pack of 10Gb SFP+, Multimode 850 nm SR 1 $6,155.60 $6,155.60
711 277072 1 BARCODES INC Zebra -  P4T, Mobile Printer, 203 dpi, 4", Thermal transfer, 8MB/16MB Memory, Serial, USB, Bluetooth, External Media Slot included Shoulder Strap, Battery.2 $900.73 $1,801.46
711 277072 2 BARCODES INC Zebra - 3 year, Essential, Purchased within 30 days of Device, 3 Day TAT NA, MX, 5 DAY TAT ROW, P4T, RP4T, 3 Years, Comprehensive 2 $258.10 $516.20
711 277072 3 BARCODES INC Zebra -Kit: ACC P4T AC Adapter-NA, Spare AC /power supply, US & Japan 2 $70.30 $140.60
711 277072 4 BARCODES INC Zebra -  USB Cable for Zebra Mobile Printers 2 $15.70 $31.40
711 277072 5 BARCODES INC Zebra - 5555 Enhanced Wax-Resin, 4.33" x 98' Black Wax-Resin 2 $249.32 $498.64
711 274655 1 BAYCOM INC PJ763  Brother PJ7 Plus with Bluetooth 1 $365.00 $365.00
711 274655 2 BAYCOM INC Hardwire Power Cable 1 $19.00 $19.00
711 274655 3 BAYCOM INC Cig Lighter Power Cable 1 $19.00 $19.00
711 274655 4 BAYCOM INC 10' USB Printer Cable 1 $12.00 $12.00
711 275207 1 EMBARKIT INC Lexmark MS415dn - printer - monochrome - laser 10 $280.00 $2,800.00
711 277078 2 EMBARKIT INC Lexmark MS415dn - printer - monochrome - laser 1 $245.00 $245.00
711 280181 1 EMBARKIT INC Canon - PIXMA iX6820 Inkjet Printer - Color - 9600 x 2400 dpi 1 $187.00 $187.00
711 280283 1 EMBARKIT INC Canon - PIXMA iP110 Inkjet Printer - Color - 9600 x 2400 dpi Print 1 $239.00 $239.00
711 273629 1 HP INC HP Officejet Pro 8610 e-All-in-One Printer 1 $150.00 $150.00
711 274219 1 HP INC HP DeskJet 1112 Printer 1 $27.02 $27.02
711 274989 1 HP INC HP DesignJet T830 36-in Multifunction Printer 1 $4,995.00 $4,995.00
711 274989 2 HP INC HP 3 year Next Business Day for Designjet T830 MFP Hardware Support 1 $857.22 $857.22
711 275111 1 HP INC HP Color LaserJet Enterprise M750dn 1 $2,232.00 $2,232.00
711 275111 2 HP INC HP Color LaserJet 3x500 sheet Paper Feeder and Stand 1 $1,068.00 $1,068.00
711 275111 3 HP INC HP 3 year Next business day Color LaserJet M750 Hardware Support 1 $701.22 $701.22
711 275309 1 HP INC HP Officejet Pro 6230 Inkjet Printer - Color 1 $69.99 $69.99
711 275624 1 HP INC HP Color LaserJet Enterprise M750dn 1 $2,232.00 $2,232.00
711 275624 2 HP INC HP Color LaserJet 3x500 sheet Paper Feeder and Stand 1 $1,068.00 $1,068.00
711 275624 3 HP INC HP 3 year Next business day Color LaserJet M750 Hardware Support 1 $701.22 $701.22
711 275979 1 HP INC HP Color LaserJet Enterprise M750dn 1 $2,232.00 $2,232.00
711 275979 2 HP INC HP Color LaserJet 3x500 sheet Paper Feeder and Stand 1 $1,068.00 $1,068.00
711 275979 3 HP INC HP 3 year Next business day Color LaserJet M750 Hardware Support 1 $701.22 $701.22
711 276142 1 HP INC HP Officejet Pro 6230 Inkjet Printer - Color 1 $69.99 $69.99
711 276778 1 HP INC HP Color LaserJet Enterprise M750dn 1 $2,232.00 $2,232.00
711 276778 2 HP INC HP Color LaserJet 3x500 sheet Paper Feeder and Stand 1 $1,068.00 $1,068.00
711 276778 3 HP INC HP 3 year Next business day Color LaserJet M750 Hardware Support 1 $701.22 $701.22
711 276847 1 HP INC HP Color LaserJet Enterprise M750dn 1 $2,232.00 $2,232.00
711 276847 2 HP INC HP Color LaserJet 3x500 sheet Paper Feeder and Stand 1 $1,068.00 $1,068.00
711 276847 3 HP INC HP 3 year Next business day Color LaserJet M750 Hardware Support 1 $701.22 $701.22
711 276849 1 HP INC HP DeskJet 1112 Printer 1 $27.02 $27.02
711 276858 1 HP INC HP Officejet Pro 8710 e-All-in-One Printer 3 $177.12 $531.36
711 277077 1 HP INC HP Officejet Pro 8710 e-All-in-One Printer 1 $129.99 $129.99
711 278086 2 HP INC HP OfficeJet Pro 7740 Wide Format All-in-One Printer 1 $199.00 $199.00
711 278336 1 HP INC HP Color LaserJet Enterprise M750dn 1 $2,232.00 $2,232.00
711 278336 2 HP INC HP Color LaserJet 3x500 sheet Paper Feeder and Stand 1 $1,068.00 $1,068.00
711 278336 3 HP INC HP 3 year Next business day Color LaserJet M750 Hardware Support 1 $701.22 $701.22
711 278352 1 HP INC HP Officejet Pro 6230 ePrinter 1 $88.56 $88.56
711 278737 1 HP INC HP Officejet Pro 6230 Inkjet Printer - Color 1 $69.99 $69.99
711 279178 1 HP INC HP Officejet Pro 6230 Inkjet Printer - Color 1 $88.56 $88.56
711 279883 1 HP INC HP Color LaserJet Enterprise M750dn 1 $2,232.00 $2,232.00
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711 279883 2 HP INC HP 3 year Next business day Color LaserJet M750 Hardware Support 1 $701.22 $701.22
711 279883 3 HP INC HP Laserjet 500 Sheet Feeder Stand 1 $376.70 $376.70
711 279889 1 HP INC HP Color LaserJet Enterprise M750dn 1 $2,232.00 $2,232.00
711 279889 2 HP INC HP Color LaserJet 3x500-sheet Paper Feeder and Stand 1 $1,068.00 $1,068.00
711 279889 3 HP INC HP 3 year Next business day Color LaserJet M750 Hardware Support 1 $683.24 $683.24
711 279891 1 HP INC HP Color LaserJet Enterprise M750dn 1 $2,232.00 $2,232.00
711 279891 2 HP INC HP Laserjet 500 Sheet Feeder Stand 1 $376.70 $376.70
711 279891 3 HP INC HP 3 year Next business day Color LaserJet M750 Hardware Support 1 $683.24 $683.24
711 279892 1 HP INC HP Color LaserJet Enterprise M750dn 1 $2,232.00 $2,232.00
711 279892 2 HP INC HP Color LaserJet 3x500-sheet Paper Feeder and Stand 1 $1,068.00 $1,068.00
711 279892 3 HP INC HP 3 year Next business day Color LaserJet M750 Hardware Support 1 $683.24 $683.24
711 279893 1 HP INC HP Color LaserJet Enterprise M750dn 1 $2,232.00 $2,232.00
711 279893 2 HP INC HP Color LaserJet 3x500-sheet Paper Feeder and Stand 1 $1,068.00 $1,068.00
711 279893 3 HP INC HP 3 year Next business day Color LaserJet M750 Hardware Support 1 $683.24 $683.24
711 280180 1 HP INC HP Officejet Pro 8710 e-All-in-One Printer 1 $130.00 $130.00
711 272776 1 RICOH USA INC Paper feed unit - TK1010 1 $134.24 $134.24
711 272776 2 RICOH USA INC SPC252SF  MFP Color laser 1 $599.97 $599.97
711 273115 1 RICOH USA INC Ricoh MP C4504 color, C/P/S/ 1 $4,605.00 $4,605.00
711 273115 2 RICOH USA INC Paper feed unit - 2 trays w/wheels 1 $396.00 $396.00
711 273115 3 RICOH USA INC Finisher w/3-position, 50 sheet staple, 1,000 sheets 1 $539.00 $539.00
711 273115 4 RICOH USA INC Bridge unit for finisher 1 $103.00 $103.00
711 273115 5 RICOH USA INC Fax option - type M20 1 $653.00 $653.00
711 273115 6 RICOH USA INC Postscript3 Type M19 1 $274.00 $274.00
711 273115 7 RICOH USA INC ESP Power Filter 1 $105.00 $105.00
711 273115 8 RICOH USA INC  punch unit 1 $247.00 $247.00
711 273786 1 RICOH USA INC SPC252SF  MFP Color laser 1 $599.97 $599.97
711 273786 2 RICOH USA INC Paper feed unit - TK1010 1 $134.24 $134.24
711 274003 1 RICOH USA INC Ricoh MP C4504 color, C/P/S 1 $4,605.00 $4,605.00
711 274003 2 RICOH USA INC Paper feed unit - 2 trays w/wheels 1 $396.00 $396.00
711 274003 3 RICOH USA INC Finisher w/3-position, 50 sheet staple, 1,000 sheets 1 $539.00 $539.00
711 274003 4 RICOH USA INC Bridge unit for finisher 1 $103.00 $103.00
711 274003 5 RICOH USA INC fax option-type M20 1 $653.00 $653.00
711 274003 6 RICOH USA INC Postscript3 Type M19 1 $274.00 $274.00
711 274003 7 RICOH USA INC ESP Power Filter 1 $105.00 $105.00
711 274003 8 RICOH USA INC punch unit 1 $247.00 $247.00
711 274004 1 RICOH USA INC SPC252SF  MFP Color laser 1 $599.97 $599.97
711 274004 2 RICOH USA INC Paper feed unit - TK1010 1 $134.24 $134.24
711 274005 1 RICOH USA INC SPC252SF  MFP Color laser 1 $599.97 $599.97
711 274005 2 RICOH USA INC Paper feed unit - TK1010 1 $134.24 $134.24
711 274006 1 RICOH USA INC SPC252SF  MFP Color laser 1 $599.97 $599.97
711 274006 2 RICOH USA INC Paper feed unit - TK1010 1 $134.24 $134.24
711 274007 1 RICOH USA INC SPC252SF  MFP Color laser 1 $599.97 $599.97
711 274007 2 RICOH USA INC Paper feed unit - TK1010 1 $134.24 $134.24
711 274008 1 RICOH USA INC SPC252SF  MFP Color laser 1 $599.97 $599.97
711 274008 2 RICOH USA INC Paper feed unit - TK1010 1 $134.24 $134.24
711 274009 1 RICOH USA INC SPC252SF  MFP Color laser 1 $599.97 $599.97
711 274009 2 RICOH USA INC Paper feed unit - TK1010 1 $134.24 $134.24
711 274013 1 RICOH USA INC SPC252SF  MFP Color laser 1 $599.97 $599.97
711 274013 2 RICOH USA INC Paper feed unit - TK1010 1 $134.24 $134.24
711 274014 1 RICOH USA INC SPC252SF  MFP Color laser 1 $599.97 $599.97
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711 274014 2 RICOH USA INC Paper feed unit - TK1010 1 $134.24 $134.24
711 274015 1 RICOH USA INC SPC252SF  MFP Color laser 1 $599.97 $599.97
711 274015 2 RICOH USA INC Paper feed unit - TK1010 1 $134.24 $134.24
711 274016 1 RICOH USA INC SPC252SF  MFP Color laser 1 $599.97 $599.97
711 274016 2 RICOH USA INC Paper feed unit - TK1010 1 $134.24 $134.24
711 274017 1 RICOH USA INC SPC252SF  MFP Color laser 1 $599.97 $599.97
711 274017 2 RICOH USA INC Paper feed unit - TK1010 1 $134.24 $134.24
711 274018 1 RICOH USA INC SPC252SF  MFP Color laser 1 $599.97 $599.97
711 274018 2 RICOH USA INC Paper feed unit - TK1010 1 $134.24 $134.24
711 274019 1 RICOH USA INC SPC252SF  MFP Color laser 1 $599.97 $599.97
711 274019 2 RICOH USA INC Paper feed unit - TK1010 1 $134.24 $134.24
711 274020 1 RICOH USA INC SPC252SF  MFP Color laser 1 $599.97 $599.97
711 274020 2 RICOH USA INC Paper feed unit - TK1010 1 $134.24 $134.24
711 274021 1 RICOH USA INC SPC252SF  MFP Color laser 1 $599.97 $599.97
711 274021 2 RICOH USA INC Paper feed unit - TK1010 1 $134.24 $134.24
711 274022 1 RICOH USA INC SPC252SF  MFP Color laser 1 $599.97 $599.97
711 274022 2 RICOH USA INC Paper feed unit - TK1010 1 $134.24 $134.24
711 274023 1 RICOH USA INC SPC252SF  MFP Color laser 1 $599.97 $599.97
711 274023 2 RICOH USA INC Paper feed unit - TK1010 1 $134.24 $134.24
711 274024 1 RICOH USA INC SPC252SF  MFP Color laser 1 $599.97 $599.97
711 274024 2 RICOH USA INC Paper feed unit - TK1010 1 $134.24 $134.24
711 274025 1 RICOH USA INC SPC252SF  MFP Color laser 1 $599.97 $599.97
711 274025 2 RICOH USA INC Paper feed unit - TK1010 1 $134.24 $134.24
711 274031 1 RICOH USA INC SPC252SF  MFP Color laser 1 $599.97 $599.97
711 274031 2 RICOH USA INC Paper feed unit - TK1010 1 $134.24 $134.24
711 274252 1 RICOH USA INC SPC252SF  MFP Color laser 1 $599.97 $599.97
711 274252 2 RICOH USA INC Paper feed unit - TK1010 1 $134.24 $134.24
711 274253 1 RICOH USA INC SPC252SF  MFP Color laser 1 $599.97 $599.97
711 274253 2 RICOH USA INC Paper feed unit - TK1010 1 $134.24 $134.24
711 274260 1 RICOH USA INC SPC252SF  MFP Color laser 1 $599.97 $599.97
711 274260 2 RICOH USA INC Paper feed unit - TK1010 1 $134.24 $134.24
711 274288 1 RICOH USA INC SPC252SF  MFP Color laser 1 $599.97 $599.97
711 274288 2 RICOH USA INC Paper feed unit - TK1010 1 $134.24 $134.24
711 274661 1 RICOH USA INC SPC252SF  MFP Color laser 1 $599.97 $599.97
711 274661 2 RICOH USA INC Paper feed unit - TK1010 1 $134.24 $134.24
711 274662 1 RICOH USA INC SPC252SF  MFP Color laser 1 $599.97 $599.97
711 274662 2 RICOH USA INC Paper feed unit - TK1010 1 $134.24 $134.24
711 274850 1 RICOH USA INC SPC252SF  MFP Color laser 1 $599.97 $599.97
711 274850 2 RICOH USA INC Paper feed unit - TK1010 1 $134.24 $134.24
711 275304 1 RICOH USA INC SPC252SF  MFP Color laser 1 $599.97 $599.97
711 275304 2 RICOH USA INC Paper feed unit - TK1010 1 $134.24 $134.24
711 275308 1 RICOH USA INC SPC252SF  MFP Color laser 1 $599.97 $599.97
711 275308 2 RICOH USA INC Paper feed unit - TK1010 1 $134.24 $134.24
711 275442 1 RICOH USA INC Ricoh MP C3004 color, C/P/S/F  1 $4,035.00 $4,035.00
711 275442 2 RICOH USA INC Network & Scan Connect - Seg BC2 1 $125.00 $125.00
711 275442 3 RICOH USA INC Postscript3 Unit Type M19 1 $224.00 $224.00
711 275442 4 RICOH USA INC Fax Option - Type M19 1 $322.00 $322.00
711 275442 5 RICOH USA INC 2/3 hole punch unit PU3050NA 1 $221.00 $221.00
711 275442 6 RICOH USA INC Bridge unit for finisher BU3070 1 $79.00 $79.00
711 275442 7 RICOH USA INC Finisher w/3-position, 50 sheet staple, 1,000 sheets SR3210 1 $552.00 $552.00
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711 275442 8 RICOH USA INC Paper feed unit - 2 trays w/wheels - PB3160 1 $438.00 $438.00
711 275443 1 RICOH USA INC Ricoh MP C3004 color, C/P/S/F 1 $4,035.00 $4,035.00
711 275443 2 RICOH USA INC Network & Scan Connect - Seg BC2 1 $125.00 $125.00
711 275443 3 RICOH USA INC Postscript3 Unit Type M19 1 $224.00 $224.00
711 275443 4 RICOH USA INC Fax Option Type M19 1 $322.00 $322.00
711 275443 5 RICOH USA INC 2/3 hole punch unit PU3050NA 1 $221.00 $221.00
711 275443 6 RICOH USA INC Bridge unit for finisher BU3070 1 $79.00 $79.00
711 275443 7 RICOH USA INC Paper feed unit - 2 trays w/wheels - PB3160 1 $438.00 $438.00
711 275443 8 RICOH USA INC Finisher w/3-position, 50 sheet staple, 1,000 sheets SR3210 1 $552.00 $552.00
711 275444 1 RICOH USA INC Ricoh MP C4504 color, C/P/S/F  1 $4,961.00 $4,961.00
711 275444 2 RICOH USA INC Paper feed unit - 2 trays w/wheels PB3160 1 $438.00 $438.00
711 275444 3 RICOH USA INC Finisher w/3-position, 50 sheet staple, 1,000 sheets SR3210 1 $552.00 $552.00
711 275444 4 RICOH USA INC Bridge unit for finisher BU3070 1 $79.00 $79.00
711 275444 5 RICOH USA INC 2/3 hole punch unit PU3050NA 1 $221.00 $221.00
711 275444 6 RICOH USA INC Fax Option Type M20 1 $322.00 $322.00
711 275444 7 RICOH USA INC Postscript3 Unit Type M19 1 $224.00 $224.00
711 275444 8 RICOH USA INC Network & Scan Connect - Seg BC4 1 $125.00 $125.00
711 275445 1 RICOH USA INC Ricoh MP C4504 color, C/P/S/F  1 $4,961.00 $4,961.00
711 275445 2 RICOH USA INC Paper feed unit - 2 trays w/wheels PB3160 1 $438.00 $438.00
711 275445 3 RICOH USA INC Finisher w/3-position, 50 sheet staple, 1,000 sheets SR3210 1 $552.00 $552.00
711 275445 4 RICOH USA INC Bridge unit for finisher BU3070 1 $79.00 $79.00
711 275445 5 RICOH USA INC 2/3 hole punch unit PU3050NA 1 $221.00 $221.00
711 275445 6 RICOH USA INC Fax Option Type M20 1 $322.00 $322.00
711 275445 7 RICOH USA INC Postscript3 Unit Type M19 1 $224.00 $224.00
711 275445 8 RICOH USA INC Network & Scan Connect - Seg BC4 1 $125.00 $125.00
711 275446 1 RICOH USA INC Ricoh MP C4504 color, C/P/S/F  1 $4,961.00 $4,961.00
711 275446 2 RICOH USA INC Paper feed unit - 2 trays w/wheels PB3160 1 $438.00 $438.00
711 275446 3 RICOH USA INC Finisher w/3-position, 50 sheet staple, 1,000 sheets SR3210 1 $552.00 $552.00
711 275446 4 RICOH USA INC Bridge unit for finisher BU3070 1 $79.00 $79.00
711 275446 5 RICOH USA INC 2/3 hole punch unit PU3050NA 1 $221.00 $221.00
711 275446 6 RICOH USA INC Fax Option Type M20 1 $322.00 $322.00
711 275446 7 RICOH USA INC Postscript3 Unit Type M19 1 $224.00 $224.00
711 275446 8 RICOH USA INC Network & Scan Connect - Seg BC4 1 $125.00 $125.00
711 275447 1 RICOH USA INC Ricoh MP C4504 color, C/P/S/F  1 $4,961.00 $4,961.00
711 275447 2 RICOH USA INC Paper feed unit - 2 trays w/wheels PB3160 1 $438.00 $438.00
711 275447 3 RICOH USA INC Finisher w/3-position, 50 sheet staple, 1,000 sheets SR3210 1 $552.00 $552.00
711 275447 4 RICOH USA INC Bridge unit for finisher BU3070 1 $79.00 $79.00
711 275447 5 RICOH USA INC 2/3 hole punch unit PU3050NA 1 $221.00 $221.00
711 275447 6 RICOH USA INC Fax Option Type M20 1 $322.00 $322.00
711 275447 7 RICOH USA INC Postscript3 Unit Type M19 1 $224.00 $224.00
711 275447 8 RICOH USA INC Network & Scan Connect - Seg BC4 1 $125.00 $125.00
711 275448 1 RICOH USA INC Ricoh MP C4504 color, C/P/S/F  1 $4,961.00 $4,961.00
711 275448 2 RICOH USA INC Paper feed unit - 2 trays w/wheels PB3160 1 $438.00 $438.00
711 275448 3 RICOH USA INC Finisher w/3-position, 50 sheet staple, 1,000 sheets SR3210 1 $552.00 $552.00
711 275448 4 RICOH USA INC Bridge unit for finisher BU3070 1 $79.00 $79.00
711 275448 5 RICOH USA INC 2/3 hole punch unit PU3050NA 1 $221.00 $221.00
711 275448 6 RICOH USA INC Fax Option Type M20 1 $322.00 $322.00
711 275448 7 RICOH USA INC Postscript3 Unit Type M19 1 $224.00 $224.00
711 275448 8 RICOH USA INC Network & Scan Connect - Seg BC4 1 $125.00 $125.00
711 275449 1 RICOH USA INC Ricoh MP C3004 color, C/P/S/F 1 $4,035.00 $4,035.00
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711 275449 2 RICOH USA INC Paper feed unit - 2 trays w/wheels - PB3160 1 $438.00 $438.00
711 275449 3 RICOH USA INC Finisher w/3-position, 50 sheet staple, 1,000 sheets SR3210 1 $552.00 $552.00
711 275449 4 RICOH USA INC Bridge unit for finisher BU3070 1 $79.00 $79.00
711 275449 5 RICOH USA INC 2/3 hole punch unit PU3050NA 1 $221.00 $221.00
711 275449 6 RICOH USA INC Fax Option Type M19 1 $322.00 $322.00
711 275449 7 RICOH USA INC Postscript3 Unit Type M19 1 $224.00 $224.00
711 275449 8 RICOH USA INC Network & Scan Connect - Seg BC2 1 $125.00 $125.00
711 275465 1 RICOH USA INC Ricoh MP C3004 color, C/P/S/F 1 $4,035.00 $4,035.00
711 275465 2 RICOH USA INC Paper feed unit - 2 trays w/wheels - PB3160 1 $438.00 $438.00
711 275465 3 RICOH USA INC Finisher w/3-position, 50 sheet staple, 1,000 sheets SR3210 1 $552.00 $552.00
711 275465 4 RICOH USA INC Bridge unit for finisher BU3070 1 $79.00 $79.00
711 275465 5 RICOH USA INC 2/3 hole punch unit PU3050NA 1 $221.00 $221.00
711 275465 6 RICOH USA INC Fax Option Type M19 1 $322.00 $322.00
711 275465 7 RICOH USA INC Postscript3 Unit Type M19 1 $224.00 $224.00
711 275465 8 RICOH USA INC Network & Scan Connect - Seg BC2 1 $125.00 $125.00
711 275466 1 RICOH USA INC Ricoh MP C3004 color, C/P/S/F 1 $4,035.00 $4,035.00
711 275466 2 RICOH USA INC Paper feed unit - 2 trays w/wheels - PB3160 1 $438.00 $438.00
711 275466 3 RICOH USA INC Finisher w/3-position, 50 sheet staple, 1,000 sheets SR3210 1 $552.00 $552.00
711 275466 4 RICOH USA INC Bridge unit for finisher BU3070 1 $79.00 $79.00
711 275466 5 RICOH USA INC 2/3 hole punch unit PU3050NA 1 $221.00 $221.00
711 275466 6 RICOH USA INC Fax Option Type M19 1 $322.00 $322.00
711 275466 7 RICOH USA INC Postscript3 Unit Type M19 1 $224.00 $224.00
711 275466 8 RICOH USA INC Network & Scan Connect - Seg BC2 1 $125.00 $125.00
711 275467 1 RICOH USA INC Ricoh MP C3004 color, C/P/S/F 1 $4,035.00 $4,035.00
711 275467 2 RICOH USA INC Paper feed unit - 2 trays w/wheels - PB3160 1 $438.00 $438.00
711 275467 3 RICOH USA INC Finisher w/3-position, 50 sheet staple, 1,000 sheets SR3210 1 $552.00 $552.00
711 275467 4 RICOH USA INC Bridge unit for finisher BU3070 1 $79.00 $79.00
711 275467 5 RICOH USA INC 2/3 hole punch unit PU3050NA 1 $221.00 $221.00
711 275467 6 RICOH USA INC Fax Option Type M19 1 $322.00 $322.00
711 275467 7 RICOH USA INC Postscript3 Unit Type M19 1 $224.00 $224.00
711 275467 8 RICOH USA INC Network & Scan Connect - Seg BC2 1 $125.00 $125.00
711 275468 1 RICOH USA INC SPC252SF  MFP Color laser 1 $599.97 $599.97
711 275469 1 RICOH USA INC Ricoh MP C4504 color, C/P/S/F  1 $4,961.00 $4,961.00
711 275469 2 RICOH USA INC Paper feed unit - 2 trays w/wheels PB3160 1 $438.00 $438.00
711 275469 3 RICOH USA INC Finisher w/3-position, 50 sheet staple, 1,000 sheets SR3210 1 $552.00 $552.00
711 275469 4 RICOH USA INC Bridge unit for finisher BU3070 1 $79.00 $79.00
711 275469 5 RICOH USA INC 2/3 hole punch unit PU3050NA 1 $221.00 $221.00
711 275469 6 RICOH USA INC Fax Option Type M20 1 $322.00 $322.00
711 275469 7 RICOH USA INC Postscript3 Unit Type M19 1 $224.00 $224.00
711 275469 8 RICOH USA INC Network & Scan Connect - Seg BC4 1 $125.00 $125.00
711 275675 1 RICOH USA INC Ricoh MP C3004 color, C/P/S/F  2 $4,035.00 $8,070.00
711 275675 2 RICOH USA INC Paper feed unit - 2 trays w/wheels - PB3160 2 $438.00 $876.00
711 275675 3 RICOH USA INC Finisher w/3-position, 50 sheet staple, 1,000 sheets SR3120 2 $552.00 $1,104.00
711 275675 4 RICOH USA INC Bridge unit for finisher BU3070 2 $79.00 $158.00
711 275675 5 RICOH USA INC 2/3 hole punch unit PU3050NA 2 $221.00 $442.00
711 275675 6 RICOH USA INC Fax Option Type M19 2 $322.00 $644.00
711 275675 7 RICOH USA INC Postscript3 Unit Type M19 2 $224.00 $448.00
711 275675 8 RICOH USA INC Network & Scan Connect - Seg BC2 2 $125.00 $250.00
711 276622 1 RICOH USA INC SPC252SF  MFP Color laser 1 $599.97 $599.97
711 276622 2 RICOH USA INC Paper feed unit - TK1010 1 $134.24 $134.24
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711 277192 1 RICOH USA INC Ricoh MP C3004 color, C/P/S/F 1 $4,035.00 $4,035.00
711 277192 2 RICOH USA INC Paper feed unit - 2 trays w/wheels - PB3160 1 $438.00 $438.00
711 277192 3 RICOH USA INC Finisher w/3-position, 50 sheet staple, 1,000 sheets SR3210 1 $552.00 $552.00
711 277192 4 RICOH USA INC Bridge unit for finisher BU3070 1 $79.00 $79.00
711 277192 5 RICOH USA INC 2/3 hole punch unit PU3050NA 1 $221.00 $221.00
711 277192 6 RICOH USA INC Fax Option Type M19 1 $322.00 $322.00
711 277192 7 RICOH USA INC Postscript3 Unit Type M19 1 $224.00 $224.00
711 277192 8 RICOH USA INC Network & Scan Connect - Seg BC2 1 $125.00 $125.00
711 277793 1 RICOH USA INC Ricoh MP C4504 color, C/P/S/F  1 $4,961.00 $4,961.00
711 277793 2 RICOH USA INC Paper feed unit - 2 trays w/wheels PB3160 1 $438.00 $438.00
711 277793 3 RICOH USA INC Finisher w/3-position, 50 sheet staple, 1,000 sheets SR3210 1 $552.00 $552.00
711 277793 4 RICOH USA INC Bridge unit for finisher BU3070 1 $79.00 $79.00
711 277793 5 RICOH USA INC 2/3 hole punch unit PU3050NA 1 $221.00 $221.00
711 277793 6 RICOH USA INC Fax Option Type M20 1 $322.00 $322.00
711 277793 7 RICOH USA INC Postscript3 Unit Type M19 1 $224.00 $224.00
711 277793 8 RICOH USA INC Network & Scan Connect - Seg BC4 1 $125.00 $125.00
711 279071 1 RICOH USA INC SPC252SF  MFP Color laser 1 $599.97 $599.97
711 279071 2 RICOH USA INC Paper feed unit - TK1010 1 $134.24 $134.24
711 273828 1 STANDARD REGISTER INC Standard Register/Lexmark MS711dn laser printer 1 $1,093.00 $1,093.00
711 278742 1 VISA CHARGE ACCOUNT HP OfficeJet 7612 Wide Format All-in-One  1 $332.32 $332.32
Total 707 to 711 - Computers & Related Equipment 4,077 $4,060,713.41
Total FY 2017 Purchases 5,902 $28,337,398.49
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